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Two
Pathways to
RDA
Licensure

W

ashtenaw Community College’s
American Dental Associationaccredited Dental Assisting program
offers two pathways for dental assistants
who want to become Registered Dental
Assistants.
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@MIDentalAssoc
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MIOSHA Extends Emergency COVID-19 Rules
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Citing the recent increase in COVID-19 cases in Michigan, the Michigan
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (MIOSHA) within the Michigan
Dept. of Labor and Economic Opportunity has extended its emergency rules for
another six months. These rules were originally put in place on Oct. 14, 2020.
For dental offices, this means continuing to follow the existing guidelines,
such as having in place a COVID-19 Preparedness and Response Plan. According to these guidelines, dental offices should continue to screen patients and
staff members daily for COVID-19 symptoms and potential exposures. Records of these screenings should be stored until further notice. In addition,
according to an Emergency Order from the Michigan Department of Health
and Human Services, face coverings in public places are still required.
Also, please note that the Michigan Department of Health and Human
Services has extended the quarantine guidelines to 14 days for people who
have not been vaccinated and have been exposed to COVID-19.

P R O ESSI O
F

ACCESS TO CARE

MDA Continues Work to Address Hospital Access for Dental
Procedures
The MDA Certified Dental
Business Professional
program is a service designed
to help your practice succeed.
Available exclusively through
the MDA!
Dental office business staff
can earn the CDBP credential
by taking just 30 credits of
MDA continuing education
courses. Pay-as-you-go
classes are value-priced
and available at Annual
Session, at MDA CE seminars,
and online.
The MDA – as always, your
first choice for quality
continuing education!
ENROLLMENT IS FREE
SO GET STARTED TODAY!
michigandental.org/CDBP

Increasing access to hospital operating rooms for dental procedures
remains a top priority for the MDA. The MDA is continuing to work with
stakeholders and the state Legislature to solve the problem.
As many dentists have witnessed, COVID-19 has exacerbated this situation.
Hospitals are being forced to further limit, or in some cases eliminate, operating
room time for dentists due to financial constraints brought on by the pandemic.
Stakeholder workgroups are currently finalizing solutions, including a proposal
to increase Medicaid reimbursement for hospitals and anesthesiologists. In
addition, the MDA has begun educating legislators on the critical nature of the
problem and the impact it is having on Michigan’s vulnerable populations.
The MDA has collected impact statements from dentists across the state
and is connecting legislators with stories and dentists in their own districts
in order to prepare legislators for the forthcoming proposal(s).

MDA DENTAL PAC
MDA Dental PAC Competition Results to Be Announced
Results from the 2021 Virtual MDA Dental PAC Competition will be
announced in next month’s Journal. The yearly event pits MDA House of
Delegates Regions against each other in a friendly competition, with the goal
of raising the most PAC dollars.
The winning society will be featured in an upcoming issue of the Journal.
Meanwhile, all donors were entered in a sweepstakes to win Apple products
based on their contribution level. Prizes included an Apple TV, Apple
AirPods, an Apple Watch, and an Apple iPad and name recognition in the
MDA headquarters building.
If you missed this year’s competition, you can still make a donation to MDA
Dental PAC. Visit michigandental.org/PAC-Donations.
Compiled by MDA legislative staff. Questions? Contact Josh Kluzak at jkluzak@
michigandental.org. Sign up for MDA Legislative text alerts by texting MDA 52886.
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Changes to MDA Human Resources
Member Benefits Announced
Over the past few years the MDA has expanded its human resources and
support services to help you build your dental team and manage your staff.
Now, the MDA has made additional improvements in its human resources program in order to meet your current concerns and provide you with expanded
benefits. The changes went into effect
last month.
“During the pandemic, dentists have
had more HR challenges,” said MDA
CEO/Executive Director Karen Burgess.
“The good news is that the MDA has a
certified HR professional on staff, HR
Director Brandy Ryan. Prior to working
in HR, Brandy was a dental assistant,
so she has a great perspective.”
In addition, MDA members can
Ryan
Schafer
access a portfolio of services through
Jodi Schafer’s company, Human
Resource Management Services. That’s great news, because HR questions are
among the most-asked questions received by the MDA, especially now.
The updated list of MDA member HR resources includes:
n Access to the MDA’s Brandy Ryan at no charge to MDA members.
n A 10% member-only discount on current hourly rate for any HR consulting services from Human Resource Management Services. Journal columnist
Jodi Schafer is president of HRMS.
n Monthly Staff Matters® articles in the MDA Journal.
n Monthly HR Hot Topic videos by Jodi Schafer.
n Educational programs for members, held both in-person and virtually.
n DiSC® personal assessment training services for you and your dental team.
n The Staff Matters® Human Resource System, available for $149 at the MDA
Store.
n 50 Most-Asked Human Resource Questions, edited by Jodi Schafer, available at the MDA Store as a free download or as a paperback book for $19.
n Additional joint MDA-component resources coming soon.
For HR questions, contact Brandy Ryan at bryan@michigandental.org or call
517-346-9416. For in-depth HR consultation with Jodi Schafer and her team, call
517-974-8033 and be sure to mention that you’re an MDA member.

House of Delegates, Annual Session
News Coming Next Month
This year’s MDA House of Delegates and Annual Session were held virtually April 17-18 and April 22-24, respectively — too late to meet the
news deadline for this issue of the Journal.
Actions from the 2021 MDA House of Delegates and Annual Session
news will appear in the May Journal eNews and your June Journal.
On April 18 Dr. Michael Maihofer, of Roseville, became the MDA’s new
president for the 2021-22 administrative year. An interview with Maihofer
appears in this issue beginning on Page 60.
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MEMBER ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

The MDA Member Assistance
Program, funded by the
Michigan Dental Association
Foundation, provides you
and your family members
with FREE and confidential help
for any kind of problem that
affects your life or your work.
The MDA Member Assistance
Program can help with:
• Emotional or StressRelated Problems
• Marital or Family Problems
• Financial and Legal Difficulties
• Substance Abuse
• Problems Related to Work
• Balancing Work/Life Situations
Services Also Include:
• Life Coaching
• Medical Advocacy
• Work/Life Info and Referral
• Personal Assistant
If you or someone in your
immediate family needs help
visit www.michigandental.org/
Assistance or call 800-788-8630
today to speak with a wellness
expert to get started.
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U-M Study: Medicaid Expansion Made Michigan Mouths
Healthier; 60% of Enrollees Visited the Dentist at Least Once
As the pandemic’s economic effects drive more people
to enroll in Medicaid as safety-net health insurance, a new
University of Michigan study suggests that the program’s
dental coverage can improve their oral health in ways that
help them seek a new job or do better at the one they have.
The study focuses on the impact of dental coverage
offered through Michigan’s Medicaid expansion — the
Healthy Michigan Plan. The researchers used a survey
and interviews to assess the impact of this coverage on
the health and lives of low-income people who enrolled.
In all, 60% of the 4,090 enrollees surveyed for the new
study had visited a dentist at least once since enrolling in
the Healthy Michigan Plan a year or two earlier, which the
researchers verified with state records.
Among those who saw a dentist in that time, 57% said
their oral health had improved since enrolling. The percentage who reported better oral health was even higher
among Black respondents and those who said they’d
been uninsured for a year or more before getting covered.
The findings were published in the Journal of Public
Health Dentistry by a team from the U-M Institute for
Healthcare Policy and Innovation that evaluates the
impacts of the Healthy Michigan Plan. The authors hope
their findings will inform policy decisions about dental
coverage for Medicaid plans in Michigan and other states.
Half of the respondents had jobs or were self-employed,
though their incomes were low enough to qualify for the
Healthy Michigan Plan — about $15,600 for an individual
in the year studied. Just over 39% of all survey respondents, with jobs or without, said their oral health had
improved since they enrolled. Of those who had jobs and
reported improved oral health, 76% said that their
Healthy Michigan Plan coverage had helped them do a
better job at work, compared to 65% of those who had
jobs but hadn’t experienced improvements in oral health.
Meanwhile, 60% of the unemployed people who said

their oral health had improved credited their coverage
with helping them look for a job, compared with 51% of
those who hadn’t experienced improvement in oral health.
Although the data were collected before the COVID-19
pandemic began, the findings have implications for the
hundreds of thousands of Michiganders who have
enrolled in the Healthy Michigan Plan in the past year
when they lost jobs or income.
The Healthy Michigan Plan includes basic dental care
coverage such as cleanings, fillings, X-rays and dentures,
and is open to people making up to 133% of the federal
poverty level. Enrollment has grown to more than 895,000.
Most respondents had no health insurance coverage in
the year before enrolling in Michigan’s program.
Some enrollees mentioned that previously they had
turned to hospital emergency departments for urgent
dental care needs, for instance, to get an antibiotic to
treat an oral infection, but not to address the underlying
problem that led to the infection. One interviewee said
their first dental visit uncovered a tumor.
The study’s authors note that Medicaid coverage in
Michigan improves patients’ access to primary health
care as well as basic dental care. In both settings, providers can identify patients at risk of oral health problems
and suggest treatments for problems so they can be
addressed before they worsen.
Access to dental care for Medicaid enrollees depends
not just on the availability of coverage, but also on the
number of dental practices that accept Medicaid plans.
Low reimbursement rates are a major factor in Michigan,
said study co-author Romesh Nalliah, professor at the
U-M School of Dentistry. Nalliah noted that the inclusion
of adult dental coverage in Medicaid and other plans
could help reduce the disparities in oral health that he
and others have documented.
—Source: University of Michigan

MIOSHA Launches New COVID-19 Violations Dashboard
The Michigan Occupational Safety and Health
Administration has launched a new online resource to
streamline reporting of workplace safety citations related
to COVID-19.
The new MIOSHA COVID-19 enforcement actions dashboard will be regularly updated at Michigan.gov/
MIOSHACOVIDCitations each Friday at 3 p.m.
Cited employers have 15 working days from receipt of
the MIOSHA citations to contest the violations and penalties. A cited employer may choose to enter into a
Penalty Reduction Agreement with MIOSHA and agree to
8

abate noted hazards by the abatement date provided
within the citation and will receive a 50% reduction in
penalties. Employers must provide proof to MIOSHA
that abatement has been completed.
Employers can also schedule a consultative visit
directly with MIOSHA’s Consultation, Education and
Training Division via phone 800-866-4674. MIOSHA’s
COVID-19 hotline number is 855-723-3219.
MIOSHA and COVID-19 compliance information is
available on the MDA website.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Clinic Seeks to Overcome Pandemic Hurdles
Care Free is a safety net clinic serving thousands in
the Lansing area. We’ve been operating since 2004
and have a medical, dental, and optometry clinic dedicated to providing care for those would otherwise go
without. The effects of this pandemic are something we
feel each day, but it was our dental clinic that was devastated the hardest.
After the governor’s Executive Order expired last
spring, we reopened our dental clinic, but patients were
very reluctant to come in during the pandemic, and our
productivity fell to 50%. Along the way we lost our paid
staff dentist and all but one of the volunteer dentists who
are the lifeblood of our operation. We are working with
a very small staff and our hygienist to keep routine
cleanings going, but without a paid dentist and volunteers willing to step up we aren’t sure how long we can
keep going.
The financial strain felt across all dental clinics was
felt deeper due to the fact that nearly all our patients are
under-insured or uninsured, so we take a financial loss
to see these patients. Usually, we can offset dental losses
through grants and donations. But the pandemic also
took our ability to hold fundraisers and understandably
dried up donations as people struggled financially.
The budgetary damage from this pandemic presents
a substantial long-term funding challenge – especially if
2021 is a continuation of what we have dealt with in
2020. We won’t give up on serving the underserved
and hope that if our mission resonates with you, you’ll
consider joining the Care Free Family as staff dentist,
volunteer dentist, or a supporter.
Farhan Bhatti, MD
Chief Executive Officer
Care Free Medical and Dental Clinic
Lansing
Editor’s Note: Interested individuals may contact Care
Free’s Danielle Hill, director of operations, at dhill@
CareFreeMedical.org. Members throughout Michigan
are urged to explore service opportunities with safety-net
clinics in their communities.
The Journal welcomes letters from readers. Address
letters to “Letters, MDA Journal, 3657 Okemos Road,
Suite 200, Okemos, MI 48864 or email Journal Managing Editor Dave Foe at dfoe@michigandental.org. The
Journal reserve the right to reduce, revise, or reject any
letter submitted for publication.
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2021 Staff Compensation
Survey Coming
Members, be on the lookout for the 2021 MDA Staff
Compensation and Benefits Survey later this month. It’s
being mailed to a random sample of MDA members, with
results to be distributed later this year.
If you receive the survey, please be sure to fill it out and
return it in the included return envelope to ElementOne.
The more surveys received, the more valid the results will
be. Surveys should be returned by June 11.
You can use the results of this survey to determine
whether the compensation and benefits you offer to your
staff are in line with other dental offices in your area.
Having a competitive compensation/benefits package can
be very helpful in retaining employees — and that’s especially important in the tight dental labor market, with
shortages of both hygienists and assistants.

MDA Offers Discounted
Legal Services
As a reminder, the MDA offers legal services to members through the Kerr Russell law firm at a 10% discounted rate. Kerr Russell is the MDA’s longtime legal counsel.
For more information, visit kerr-russell.com.

Get the Facts about Dental
Contracts
It’s an all-too-common problem: Dentists signing a dental plan contract without understanding its provisions.
Now there’s help, with the MDA’s free Dental Contracts
Information Kit. It contains what you need to know about
dental benefit plans, frequently asked questions and
answers, and a helpful glossary of sometimes-confusing
plan terminology.
Order it at store.michigandental.org.

Could Your Office Manager
Use More Training?
Whether you have a new office manager or a seasoned
dental team member, the MDA’s exclusive Certified Dental
Business Professional certification will help any dental
practice function more effectively and efficiently.
Dental office business staff can earn the CDBP credential by taking just 30 credits of MDA CE courses. Pay-asyou-go classes are value-priced and available at Annual
Session, at MDA CE seminars, and online.
9
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KEEPING CURRENT
Events and Such
To publicize a local meeting or dental event in this space, contact Jackie
Hammond at jhammond@michigandental.org. Continuing education courses are
listed in the Journal Continuing Education department on Page 84.
May 7 — Committee on Government and Insurance Affairs, via Zoom, 9 a.m.
May 14 — Committee on Public Relations via Zoom, 9 a.m.
May 14 — New Trustee Orientation via Zoom, 2 p.m.
May 21 — Committee on Peer Review/Ethics via Zoom, 8 a.m.
May 31 — MDA office closed in observance of Memorial Day.

Welcome, New Members!

MDA
HEALTH & WELL-BEING
COMMITTEE

Having challenges with
stress, anxiety,
depression, addiction...
We can help!
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The MDA is pleased to officially welcome the following individuals into
membership:
Central: Nicole East, Amit-Kumar Handa, Amichai Schwarcz; Detroit: Rehab
Alabduljabbar, Sundus Goodman, Nicole Oparaeke, Ali Sobh, George
Westphalen; Genesee: Donald Brockriede, Zachary Pyles; Jackson: Christopher
Mallow, Patrice Yoder; Kalamazoo Valley: Robert O’Donnell; Macomb: George
Carlino, Santinderdeep Kaur; Oakland County: Leila El Saghir, Elaine Gantz,
Michael Hardy, Abdul Ghani Fahd Mohammed; Sault Sainte Marie: Joselyn
Verdelli; Southwestern: David Smith; Washtenaw: Todd Ester, J. Smith, Hana
Yosief.
In Memoriam
Dr. George Albert Bauer Jr., Fort Gratiot. Thumb District. Died Aug. 24, 2020.
Age, 89.
Dr. Dale C. Propson, Shelby Township. Macomb District. Died Oct. 14, 2020.
Age, 74.

BHS Disciplinary Report
L

Visit www.michigan.gov/lara to access the latest disciplinary reports for
dentists, registered dental hygienists, and registered dental assistants. You may
also check any licensee for disciplinary actions at the same web address.

WELL-BEING

Self-Reporting of Criminal Convictions and Disciplinary Licensing Actions
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517-643-4171
care@michigandental.org
www.michigandental.org/well-being
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Section 16222(3) of Michigan’s Public Health Code requires any licensee or
registrant to self-report to the Department of Community Health a criminal
conviction or a disciplinary licensing or registration action taken by the state of
Michigan or by another state against the licensee or registrant. The report must
be made within 30 days after the date of the conviction or action. Convictions
and/or disciplinary actions that have been stayed pending appeal must still be
reported.
Should the licensee or registrant fail to report, and the Department becomes
aware of the conviction or action, an allegation will be filed against the licensee
or registrant. Sanctions for failing to report can include reprimand, probation,
suspension, restitution, community service, denial or fine. For more information
contact the MDA’s Ginger Fernandez at 800-589-2632, ext. 430.
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MDA
MENTOR PROGRAM

Introducing the NEW
MDA Mentor Program
Whether you have a question on a specific
topic, are looking for advice from a trusted
colleague, or you just want to build your
professional network, the new MDA Mentor
Program is a peer-driven resource to help
you succeed!
Save time finding the answers you need
by quickly and conveniently connecting to
an expert mentor. The MDA Mentor Program’s
convenient, easy-to-use format makes finding
expert connections simple and worry-free.

• Fully interactive!
• Easy to use – just click on the mentor
profile you want to connect with by phone,
email, teleconferencing, or in person.

• Search geographically or by topic.
Visit: michigandental.org/mentors
for more information and to start
connecting.

N E WS YO U N EED

Are you connected?
Introducing MDA Connection,
the official member app of the
Michigan Dental Association!
Save time looking for the
information you need! The
MDA Connection app provides
convenient access to the
most up-to-date news, all
in one easy-to-use platform.
BONUS!
Keep updated on the latest
MDA news with weekly push
notifications – sent directly
to you – no need to search.
MDA Connection features:
• Fully interactive
• Easy to use
• Easy Membership Renewal
• Register for upcoming CE
• Access current MDA News
• MDA staff directory to
connect and get answers.
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MDA Thanks Departing Committee
Volunteers for Service in 2020-21
With the end of the 2020-21
administrative year last month, a
number of MDA volunteers have
concluded their service or roles on
MDA committees. The MDA thanks
them for their contributions on
behalf of Michigan dentistry during the past year.
They include:
Alexander Bageris, student
member, Committee on Annual
Session
Dr. Sujata Bhakta, member,
Committee on Peer Review/Health
and Well-Being
Dr. Michael Campeau, chair,
Committee on Access to Care
Dr. James Cantwil, member,
Committee on Governmental and
Insurance Affairs
Hannah Collison, student member, Committee on Continuing
Education
Ally Dagher, student consultant, Committee on Peer Review/
Dental Care
Dr. Natalie Datien, member,
Committee on Annual Session
Kristin Doxen, student consultant, Committee on Peer Review/
Ethics
Dr. Daniel Edwards, chair,
Committee on Annual Session
Stephannie Gager, CDA, RDA,
consultant, Committee on
Continuing Education
Dr. Gary Johnson, member,
Committee on Peer Review/Dental
Care
Nora Katib, student member,
Committee on Access to Care
Dane Krauzowicz, student
member, Committee on Public

Relations
Katherine LaTendress, student
consultant, Committee on Peer
Review/Ethics
Alec Maddalena, student member, Committee on the New Dentist
Malika Malik, student member,
Committee on Governmental and
Insurance Affairs
William Mathers, student member, Committee on Governmental
and Insurance Affairs
Dr. Meggan McCone, member,
Committee on Continuing
Education
Mike O’Brien, student member,
Committee on Access to Care
Shivani Patel, student consultant, committee on Peer Review/
Dental Care
Ashna Rao, student member,
Committee on Membership
Brittany Schweiger, student
member, Committee on the New
Dentist
Dr. Basam Shamo, chair,
Committee on Membership
Dr. Irene Tseng, member,
Committee on Governmental and
Insurance Affairs
Dr. Connie Verhagen, chair,
Committee on Governmental and
Insurance Affairs
Dr. Michael Vilag, chair,
Committee on the New Dentist
Dr. Thomas Vuchetich, member,
Committee on Annual Session
Dr. Stephanie Wilson, member,
Committee on Continuing
Education
Note: Some of these individuals
will remain on their respective
committee in another capacity.
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HELPING YOU SUCCEED
NEW! Need Advice? Another Perspective? The MDA
Mentor Program Is Here to Help You Succeed
Here’s big news, especially for newer dentists: The muchanticipated MDA Mentor Program launched online in early
April — it’s a great way to meet other dentists, share their
experiences, and benefit from their perspectives and advice.
You can access the program at michigandental.org/
mentors. At press time nearly 40 members had signed up to
serve as MDA mentors, and more are signing up every day.
Each mentor is listed on the website with a photo and a
short description, including their areas of special interest,
plus contact information. It’s a diverse group, too, with mentors from all areas of the state and with different backgrounds, skills, and interests. They have one big thing in

common though: They’ve all volunteered to serve as mentors, and they’re ready and eager to meet you!
The MDA developed the Mentor Program after numerous
requests for a formal mechanism to match members with
experienced individuals willing to serve as
mentors. Whether you
have a question on a
specific topic, are lookMDA
ing for advice from a
MENTOR PROGRAM
trusted colleague, or
you just want to build your professional network, the MDA
Mentor Program is a peer-driven resource to help you succeed!

NEWS FROM THE ADA
Revised ADA Resource Helps You Communicate Better,
Saves You Time; Includes e-book
Patient communication is of critical importance to every
practice, especially in these uncertain times. Now you and
your staff can correspond with ease with existing patients,
potential patients, your community, vendors, staff and more
with Dental Communication: Letters, Templates and Forms,
available at the ADA Store.
This great ADA resource includes more than 150 templates that can be used for many methods of communication, including letters, press releases, newsletter items —
even social media posts. Formerly called The ADA Practical
Guide to Dental Letters, the book has been fully revised,
reorganized, and updated to reflect the situations dental
practices may encounter during closures for large-scale
catastrophes, such as global pandemics.
You’ll still find the professionally written templates you’ve
come to know and trust, plus new communications for
important issues such as closing or opening due to pandemic events and explaining infection control protocols. Templates are adaptable for many purposes, including:
n Drafting letters for patients, colleagues, vendors, and
more.
n Creating content for social media and the web.
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Developing and customizing forms for patients in your
practice.
n Promoting yourself or your practice in the media.
n Applying for jobs, fellowships, and grants, and other
volunteer opportunities.
Save time and trouble! Dental Communication helps you
save time on crafting formal messages by providing your
practice with professional templates that can be
used in a variety
of situations, from
conducting everyday business, to
office announcements, and special occasion messages. Digital letter templates are included for easy customization and in-office printing.
The book is 226 pages, spiral bound, and includes an
e-book. The price is just $69.95 for MDA/ADA members
($104.95 for non-members). The item number is J05320BT.
Order at store.ada.org.
n

—Source: ADA
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MDA Establishes Group Purchasing Organization
with TDSC, Powered by Henry Schein
By Cindy Hoogasian
MDA Services
MDA members who want access to
discounted dental supplies from
trusted brands and reliable, speedy
delivery can now purchase products
online from TDSC, Powered by Henry
Schein. The MDA has formed a group
purchasing organization with TDSC,
Powered by Henry Schein to enable
members to shop on the site and enjoy the convenience and mon-ey-savings benefits of the self-service portal
and provide a source of non-dues revenue to the association. Ac- cess to

TDSC, Powered by Henry Schein is a
benefit of membership in the MDA
and can deliver real savings for shoppers.
The new TDSC, Powered by Henry
Schein offers association members a
significantly improved online ordering platform. Dentists who are buying
from TDSC, Powered by Henry Schein
are finding many of their favorite
products at low prices. Since the website’s debut online in late October,
many association members have enjoyed the opportunity to save significantly on trusted brands and receive
products in a timely, reliable manner.

Important Information about the MDA Group
Purchasing Organization Agreement
Pursuant to an agreement with TDSC, Powered by Henry Schein (the
“Agreement”) the Michigan Dental Association (“MDA”) has formed a group purchasing organization (“GPO”). The GPO consists of all MDA members. By virtue of your MDA membership, you are a member of this GPO. The GPO was
formed to leverage purchases of dental supplies from TDSC.com, powered by
Henry Schein (“TDSC”). The MDA’s GPO enables members to secure discounts
for these dental supplies from TDSC and create a revenue source for MDA and
MDA Insurance & Financial Group.
In addition to the discounts the GPO obtains for MDA members on their purchases, the MDA will receive an administrative fee not to exceed 3% of net sales
during the first five years of the term of the Agreement. “Net sales” means gross
sales of products purchased by GPO members through the TDSC website less
returns, allowances, credits, sales or use taxes, shipping charges, etc. The MDA
shall disclose to the GPO members annually the total amount of administrative
fees received by the MDA and any other information it is required to disclose
pursuant to 42 C.F.R. 1001.952(j) and other applicable law.
MDA members are free to purchase dental supplies from any source they like.
The establishment of the MDA GPO was only to secure discounts for the MDA
members on quality dental supplies and generate a revenue source for MDA.
There is no obligation on the part of MDA members to utilize the GPO for their
purchases of dental supplies.
By purchasing dental supplies through TDSC you acknowledge the establishment of the GPO, your appointment of the MDA as the administrator of the GPO,
your agreement that you are a GPO member, and your agreement to the terms
described above.
Please contact Cindy Hoogasian at 800-860-2272, ext. 432, or by email at
choogasian@mdaifg.com if you have any questions.
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Shoppers can select from an expanded inventory of dental products and
small equipment and enjoy prompt
delivery on in-stock items. Periodic
sales on dental supplies at TDSC.com
provide dentists with exceptional value and even more savings.
Shopping at TDSC.com is easy and
convenient. Buyers can access the
site at any time of the day or night.
Orders are processed within one
business day
and are in delivery trucks
headed to recipients quickly. Through its
relationship
to industryleading
distributor Henry Schein, TDSC.com accesses inventory in five strategically
located warehouses across the 48 contiguous states. Most orders are delivered within two days.
Inventory enhancements at TDSC.
com include a refreshed and expanded array of personal protective equipment like masks and gloves that are
resupplied to warehouses on a consistent and regular basis. This means
that dentists now have an alternative
source of PPE should they find their
usual outlets are having challenges
to meet demand. Importantly, during
COVID-19 when PPE is being rationed
by distributors, adding TDSC.com to
the mix will extend a practice’s access to masks, gloves, gowns, and
sterilization products at lower prices
than many other vendors.
There’s more to buy on the platform than ever before. TDSC.com’s
expanded product catalog now includes some 5,000 Henry Schein
brand products, which carry a 100%
satisfaction guarantee, as well as
many more 3M products. Soon,
shoppers will find a wide range of
orthodontic supplies at TDSC.com,
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MDA SERVICE
and more items in the Clinician’s
Choice line.
As in the past, TDSC.com customers must be members of organized
dentistry to shop on the platform.
Henry Schein’s acquisition of TDSC in
late 2020 reinforces and deepens its
commitment to organized dentistry.
Its historic support of state dental associations, evidenced by sponsoring
educational programs, monetary and
in-kind donations, and attendance at
annual sessions, takes on a new dimension through TDSC. TDSC, Powered by Henry Schein is forming group
purchasing organizations with dental
associations across the country, as it
has with the MDA. Associations implementing the GPO earn an administration fee from TDSC, Powered by Henry
Schein. (See related article.)
There is still another benefit of
shopping at TDSC.com. The business
participates with the ADA Visa Business Rewards Card program. That
means purchases at TDSC.com earn
cardholders 2X reward points on every dollar spent. Many dental association members use the ADA business rewards card through US Bank.
This presents the opportunity to pay
yourself twice: Once by saving money at TDSC.com, the second time by
earning reward points.
Now is the perfect time to try TDSC.
com or to revisit the site if you shopped
it prior to its transition to the Henry
Schein family. One popular feature of
the site is the ability to create lists of
preferred or frequently used products
for quick and easy reordering. Orders
over $99 receive free shipping, so be
sure to meet that cart limit and enjoy
fast and free delivery to your door.
Visit TDSC.com today to see how
“Powered by Henry Schein” makes a
good shopping platform great. Call
the TDSC customer care team at 888253-1223 from 8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Eastern time and receive the personal assistance you may need to address any questions you may have or
reach out at support@tdsc.com.

PROMISE

The MDA Service Promise:
Helping You Succeed
The MDA works hard to provide
the very highest level of service to
members. The MDA stands ready to
help you access member benefits
such as insurance products, endorsed
services, continuing education, dental
supplies, and more. Plus, the MDA is
your resource to answer questions
about human resources, licensure,
dental benefits, HIPAA/OSHA, legal
questions – everything about dentistry
in Michigan.
The MDA Service Promise to you:
HELPFULNESS
The MDA will work hard to make sure
your individual needs are met in a
timely manner.
KNOWLEDGE
The MDA will be your information
resource, providing you with what you
need to know, no matter what your
practice setting or stage of practice.
HONESTY
The MDA will be your trusted source for
accurate information, and will offer
options to address your particular
challenges.
VALUE
The MDA will seek your input to create
products, services, benefits and
resources to enhance value and help
you succeed.

RADIOGRAPHY
TRAINING
ONLINE.
CONVENIENT.
SELF-PACED.
AFFORDABLE.

The Michigan Dental Association
Online Radiography Training Program
is the most convenient and economical
way to ensure your assistants receive
the radiography training required by
Michigan law. No need for travel or
time away from work. Your dental
assistants train online, under your
supervision, at their own pace.
It’s affordably priced, too — just
$265 per student for MDA members!
To find out more or to get started, visit
MyDentalRadiography.com/mda.

For more information:
michigandental.org/Service-Promise
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ENDORSED PROGRA MS NEWS

Saving on Office, Cleaning, Break Room
and Toner Supplies is Now Easier Than Ever
One benefit
of the COVID
pandemic is that
businesses are
increasingly
comfortable with
ordering their
essential products
online and receiving
fast, worry-free
delivery. That’s
what happens when
you order your
office supplies,
break room needs, general cleaning supplies, and ink and toner cartridges
from Dailey Solutions, endorsed by the Michigan Dental Association. If you
have yet to shop at dsofficeusa.com, give it a try!
Create an account online at dsofficeusa.com and your special MDA-member prices will be revealed. Once an account is established, you can set up
multiple ship-to addresses, create a list of your personal items or a list of
items for rapid ordering. Orders of $49.99 or more receive free shipping. An
extensive warehouse system means many Michigan dentists will receive their
orders the next day. Watch a short video explaining how to create an
account, shop the site, set up your lists, and much more at mdaprogram.com/
videos. Select MDA Services videos.
In early 2020, the MDA
endorsed Dailey Solutions
to help members save up to
40% on private-label ink jet
and toner cartridges. Later
last year, Dailey Solutions
stepped forward to procure
and deliver $1 million in
personal protective
equipment sponsored by
Blue Cross Blue Shield of
Michigan. Their flawless
execution of that project,
coupled with an analysis of
the saving potential
between our former office
supply endorsement and Dailey Solutions’ prices, led the MDA to expand its
endorsement of this company.
You benefit two ways when shopping at Dailey
Solutions. You save on a wide variety of
products, and your purchases generate non-dues
revenue for the MDA, which helps keep the cost
of dues in check. Start shopping at dsofficeusa.
com today or call 800-601-4505 for personal
assistance.
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Do You Carry the
ADA Member
Advantage Endorsed
Credit Card?
The MDA co-endorses the ADA
Preferred Rewards Visa® Card. It’s
the card member dentists count on
for great benefits and valuable
rewards, like an airline ticket valued
at $450 for 25,000 points, with no
blackout dates on 150-plus airlines.
No annual fee and no foreign
transaction fees! Get more
information and apply at
adavisa.com/36991 or by calling
888-327-2265 ext 36991.

Switch and Save
with QDP
Quality Dental Plan, with its
easy-to-use, full-featured, cloudbased software, offers MDA
members the lowest cost option for
managing an in-office plan. You get
simple, transparent pricing of just
$0.75/patient for MDA members.
If you’re using a different
platform to manage your in-office
plan, stop wasting money! One MDA
member is saving $5,700/year by
switching to the QDP. To learn more,
call MDA representative Janelle
Jones at 855-796-9796, or email at
Enroll@QualityDentalPlan.com.
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Why a Personal Umbrella Policy Is
Needed Now More Than Ever Before
You can purchase
enormous peace of mind for
a small price when you buy
a personal umbrella policy
through MDA Insurance. A
personal umbrella policy
extends coverage over the
limits of liability you carry
on your home or automobile
insurance. And, it protects
your retirement savings and
your income from
garnishment to pay for
damage awards for which you have been found liable.
Why is a personal umbrella policy more important than ever? One of the
repercussions of the No-Fault auto reform law is the increased risk of being
found partially at-fault in an auto accident that severely injures or
incapacitates another motorist. The injured party can sue you for damages,
and you may have to pay for the injured party’s ongoing medical care,
assistance with daily living activities, and more. With the new ability to elect
lower limits of personal injury protection, under-insured drivers are effectively
transferring their risk of not having enough coverage to other motorists.
That’s where a personal umbrella policy comes into play. Once your auto
policy has paid to its limit of liability, your personal umbrella policy kicks in
to provide another layer of coverage to protect your assets. You really can’t
afford to be without this extra layer of protection.
To get a personal umbrella quote, call 800-860-2272 and ask to speak with
a personal lines agent, or email personal-lines@mdaifg.com.

D-MMEX Easyrefine: A Precious Metal
Refiner with Integrity, MDA-endorsed
Refine your scrap precious metals using the MDA-endorsed D-MMEX
Easyrefine. Along with your check, you’ll receive a scientific report listing the
weights and values of all the metals you submitted via the free, insured
FedEx shipping kit. The company is endorsed by 10 other dental associations.
Its reputation is excellent and it is known for high-value compensation.
“I was more than pleased with the results and the analysis,” said Dr.
Joseph Grimley of Shelby Township after receiving his check by certified
mail. “The check was worth more than I was expecting, so that is like
Christmas morning. The company more than met my expectations.”
Current precious metal rates continue to run at all-time highs. You can
send in jewelry, crowns, bridgework,
silver alloy powder, and more!
To request a shipping kit, call 800741-3174 or email choogasian@mdaifg.
com.
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Register Early for
Medicare Webinars
If you, your spouse, or an
employee are 65 or turning 65
this year, the MDA Insurance
Medicare Webinar should be on
your calendar. Here are
upcoming dates that are being
presented via Zoom — register
early for your seat, as spots are
filling up fast:
• Wednesday, July 14, 1–3:30 p.m.
• Friday, Sept 24, 2021, 1–3:30 p.m.
Earn 2 CEUs by attending this
free, educational program. To
register, contact Lisa Sillman at
877-906-9924, ext. 450 or email
her at lsillman@mdaifg.com.

Get Prepared to
e-prescribe Now
Electronically prescribing all
medications will be the law Oct. 1.
By e-prescribing everything from
antifungals to antibiotics to pain
meds, you reduce steps and save
time. Here are five ways cloud-based
iCoreRx e-prescribing software
streamlines the process.
1. The software can integrate with
MAPS for quick PMP checks.
2. You can access a patient’s full
prescription history over the past
five years.
3. Rapidly search drug information
with the built-in Lexicomp drug
directory.
4. e-prescribe on any computer,
laptop, tablet or phone.
5. e-prescribe from anywhere
whether at work or outside of the
office.
Visit land.iCoreConnect.com/MI02
or call 888-810-7706. MDA members
receive a 43% discount on iCoreRx
e-prescribing software.
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SUMMER SCIENTIFIC
SUMMER
SCIENTIFICSESSION
SESSION— Aug. 13-15, 2021
Summer Scientific Session
Treetops Resort, Gaylord
Michigan’s outstanding summer CE event!

N

ew this year! The Summer Scientific Session moves to Treetops Resort, with two days of
courses and a golf outing, to be held Aug. 13-15, 2021.
Located just minutes from I-75, Treetops Resort is easy to get to, but hard to leave. Breathtaking views,
on-site dining, a full-service spa, meeting spaces, and five award-winning golf courses provide the
perfect balance of work and play.
Friday – Sunday, Aug. 13-15, 2021
Friday Golf Outing: (See box, bottom left)
Saturday-only fees: $85 per person; $135 nonmember
dentists.
Sunday-only fees: $85 per person; $135 nonmember
dentists.
Both days: $150 per person; $250 nonmember dentists.
Fee covers sessions only.
Six continuing education credits available
Cancellation refund policy: A 72-hour notice of cancellation is
required for all CE programs. Refunds will be granted upon
written request, less a $25 administration fee. An email is an
acceptable notification.

NEW! Friday Golf Outing
When: Friday, Aug. 13, 2021
Where: Masterpiece Course at Treetops Resort
Offering two golfing options:
• Pay to golf, $600/team* or $150/person
• The MDA can assign you to a team, you play
		 with one of our sponsors, and golf for free.
Time: 9-10 a.m. Registration and continental breakfast
10 a.m.
Shotgun start
		
Lunch at the turn
3:30 p.m. Reception and winner announcements
*If picking your own team, designate players on registration form.

Housing: The MDA has reserved a block of guest rooms at
Treetops Resort. The rate is $119 per night for an Inn Deluxe
room or $159 per night for a Lodge Queen Deluxe room.
Rooms are subject to a resort fee of $15 per room per night
plus any applicable taxes. Special rates only applicable to
those registered for the Scientific Session.
Reservations: Call Treetops Resort at 855-261-8764 and ask
for the MDA Seminar Rate. Reservations must be made by
July 29, 2021, to obtain the MDA rate.
Treetops Resort cancellation policy: A refundable deposit will
be granted if room is canceled within seven days of the meeting.
Meeting Location Address
Treetops Resort
3962 Wilkinson Rd.
Gaylord, MI 49735
989-732-6711

Register online at michigandental.org/CE-Courses, or call 517-346-9408.
The Michigan Dental Association is an ADA CERP recognized provider.

HPV: Elevating Our Care in Dentistry

Medical Billing in Dentistry

Charlotte Cortis, DDS
Saturday, Aug. 14, 2021
8 – 11 a.m.
Registration opens at 7:30 a.m.
Three CE credits
This lecture will emphasize the rate of
HPV infections and the associated
occurrences of HPV-related oral pharyngeal squamous cell
carcinomas (OPSCC). It will discuss the critical role dental
health care providers can play by incorporating routine
education of HPV, potential sequelae of infection, and
vaccination recommendations to prevent such infections
into routine patient care. The alarming increase of HPVrelated OPSCC cases diagnosed nationally and worldwide
make this common infection particularly important to
dentists and dental teams. This lecture aims to have you
leave with enough information on the recommended steps of
a thorough HPV program that you can return to your office
Monday with appropriate measures to be thorough and
successful.
Learning objectives:
• Review the prevalence of oral HPV infections, oral/
oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma rates.
• Review statements and policies published by
organized dentistry platforms on the dental team’s role
in OPSCC prevention.
• Discuss HPV vaccine development, safety, and its use
as infection prevention.
• Discuss communication strategies of HPV with
parents/patients.
• Review OC/OPSCC exam criteria, social, and medical
risk factors.

Jeff Burton, RN
Sunday, Aug. 15, 2021
8 – 11 a.m.
Registration opens at 7:30 a.m.
Three CE credits
The goal of this presentation will be
to review some of the common
barriers to reimbursement in dental sleep medicine and
offer solutions and methods that can be implemented
immediately within the practice to ensure claims are
successfully paid. The audience will gain insight into
important considerations when preparing to bill any service
to medical insurance. Specific common medical policies
and both state and federal regulations that dental practices
often overlook, placing them at risk, will be discussed.
This material is appropriate for office managers, business
staff, and dentists. Any practice that has considered or
currently is billing medical insurance can benefit from
attending this session.
Learning objectives:
• Understanding proper documentation.
• Learn how to set fees, collect payments, and code
properly.
• Empower dental professional attendees with more
knowledge of medical billing in dentistry.
This course counts toward the Certified Dental Business
Professional certification (CDBP) — insurance/benefits/
billing category (three hours).
For more information on the MDA Certified Dental Business
Professional program go to https://www.michigandental.
org/CDBP.

About the Speaker

About the Speaker

Dr. Cortis is a 1993 graduate of the University of Detroit
Mercy School of Dentistry, and has spent 28 years in
private practice. Currently, she is part of an advisory
committee alongside members representing the Michigan
Department of Health and Human Services, American
Cancer Society, Spectrum Health, Henry Ford Hospital,
and Karmanos Cancer Institute in developing educational
platforms for both medical and dental professionals to
bring greater awareness to HPV prevention through an
interdisciplinary approach.

Mr. Burton is the CEO and founder of Lyon Dental Sleep
Services, a leader in medical billing, advising, and practice
management solutions for dentists, and is a critical care
nurse. He has held management positions at Blue Cross
Blue Shield of Michigan, the Blue Cross Blue Shield
Association, and United Physicians.

Financial support provided by MDA Insurance, MDA Services, Crest Oral B Professional Oral Health, Ward Dental Lab,
and Surgically Clean Air.

FRO M T H E ED I TO R

Optimism Outpacing Reality
By Christopher J. Smiley DDS
Editor-in-Chief

A

s we transition from the Michigan winter,
the renewal that comes with spring
brings the potential for hope. Fatigue
from a year of pandemic isolation cou-

pled with the availability of vaccines has magnified the
anticipation. It is now common to congratulate those
recently vaccinated, something I had never considered
with inoculations pre-COVID. Still, through shared experience, here we are, filled with expectation for a return to
some level of normalcy. The danger is that we are tempted

to wish the pandemic away as optimism outpaces reality.
Such is the case with a growing number of calls the
MDA is receiving from members questioning their need to
continue daily COVID-19 screening of team members and
patients once they are vaccinated. The MDA’s guidance in
response is that the CDC has not relaxed requirements for
health care settings. Regardless of vaccination status,
screening must continue, PPE and mitigation practices
remain in place, and staff should continue masking whenever possible, even in the break room and other nontreatment areas. Deviation from current protocols may

MDHHS Guidance — April 8, 2021

Return to Work & Health Monitoring for Health Care Employees:
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/coronavirus/Accessible_-_HCP_Combined_Draft_698759_7.pdf

In health care settings, regardless of vaccination status, CDC
protocols for patient and team screening remain in place. PPE
and other mitigation recommendations remain unchanged.
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Vaccinated
Team
Members

No need to quarantine if exposed after vaccination if
no symptoms. Wear PPE per usual guidance and
monitor for signs and symptoms.

Unvaccinated
Team
Members

For low-risk exposures, health care workers may
continue to work with all usual restrictions and
monitoring for development of signs and symptoms,
wearing full PPE and following masking and social
distancing at all other times.

Unvaccinated
Team
Members

For exposures believed to pose a higher risk for
transmission, workers should be excluded from work for
14 days following the exposure.
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potentiate the continued spread of the
virus, betray the public’s trust, and
result in a risk of investigation and
discipline by regulatory agencies.
Confusion is understandable, given
the CDC’s recent public recommendations for daily activities that permit
vaccinated individuals to assemble.
However, the CDC clearly states that
“these recommendations are not
intended for health care settings,” recognizing a difference between the dental office and the controlled conditions where grandma and grandpa
gather with family and a few friends.
Optimism abounds with reports of
preliminary studies showing vaccinated individuals are less likely to
become seriously ill or die from a
COVID-19 infection, and they may be
less likely to spread the virus if
exposed. However, no vaccine is 100%
protective, and the potential for a mild
infection and the advent of long-COVID-19 illness remains unknown.
In the dental office environment
where aerosolization is a known risk,
there may be a greater chance for
COVID-19 infection. This risk may
include asymptomatic infection of
team members thought to be immune.
Furthermore, there is no definitive
consensus that vaccinated people are
incapable of carrying and disseminating the virus once they are immune,
suggesting that we err on the side of
caution by limiting unmasked movement about the health care office.
With the emergence of more virulent and lethal COVID-19 variants and
the rise in case numbers throughout
Michigan, particularly with young people, wishing away the pandemic isn’t
realistic. Following spring break, when
enthusiastic families chose to travel
on vacation, some schools returned to
a period of remote learning as a form
of post-travel quarantine. The
Michigan Department of Health and
Human
Services
subsequently
announced a return of the 14-day quarantine period from the previously
relaxed 10-day recommendation for

high-risk COVID-exposure individuals.
Now is not a time for a false sense of
safety or engagement in risky behavior. However, as studies evolve confirming the efficacy and safety of
COVID-19 vaccines, there is every reason to be optimistic that privileges will
be extended to vaccinated patients
and team members. Relaxing protocols
for a safe return to public spaces will
require the ability to identify accurately those who are vaccinated or have
recently tested negative, perhaps by
presenting the CDC vaccination card
or using a voluntary smartphone app.
The hope that vaccinated individuals could assume a more normal daily
life may also incentivize vaccination
for those who remain hesitant. Efforts
by health care facilities and other
places of public accommodation to
reassure the public entering their
business and promote vaccination
compliance have included posting the
percentage of their workforce vaccinated.
Hopefulness comes from the potential for controlling the pandemic
through vaccination, which is now
open to all Michigan residents age 16
and older. Health department officials
in some regions of our state report
that the demand is lower than experienced in earlier phases of the roll-out.
This is at a time when COVID-19 infections and hospitalizations are increasing across Michigan.
Dentistry’s culture for improving
health outcomes and assuring patient
safety must include an unwavering
resolve to comply with CDC protocols.
We have an opportunity to lead our
community by example and urge
every patient and team member to
vaccinate. Optimism and wishful
thinking must not outpace the reality
that vigilance remains a necessity as
the pandemic maintains its presence
in our lives. 
Contact Editor Smiley at csmiley@
michigandental.org.
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M DA AT YO U R S ERV I C E

How Can I Justify the
Cost of Membership?
By MDA staff with Eric Tye, DDS
Chair, Committee on Membership

Q

uestion: I’m leaving a group practice
that currently pays for my MDA
membership and I’m not sure I can
justify the cost of membership as a

private practice owner. Can you talk me through how
you could help me if I became a member?
Answer: As a new practice owner you’re going to need
help, and the MDA has practice management resources
to assist you. The MDA is your one stop for everything
related to regulatory compliance, staff compensation and
dental fee surveys, personalized human resource consultations, peer review, and much more.
MDA Insurance can save you thousands on malpractice, health or personal insurances, and MDA Services
offers many money-saving programs that can save you
thousands of dollars, more than covering the cost of
your dues. To learn more contact membership@
michigandental.org. You really can save money by being a member!
Question: I’m retired and thinking about going back to
work. How does this affect my MDA membership?
Answer: If you decide to start practicing again, please
contact the MDA membership staff at membership@
michigandental.org so they can update your membership
status. Where you are practicing and/or how much you
are practicing can affect which membership category
you qualify for and the amount of your dues. Membership can be changed at any time, and depending on the
time of year, a dues payment may be owed or changed.
Question: I’m a recent grad and enjoyed being involved in ASDA at my dental school. I’d like to get involved with the MDA, but don’t know how to get started.
Answer: Getting involved is a great way to make connections and give back, and there are many ways to get
involved with organized dentistry. Check out michigandental.org/leadership-central on the MDA website to
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learn about the various opportunities. There are shortterm opportunities like helping at Annual Session or
long-term opportunities like serving on a committee.
There are also ways to get involved with your local dental society. A volunteer interest form on the website can
be filled out and an MDA staff member will contact you,
or you can visit the new MDA Mentor Program on the
MDA website to find a mentor who specializes in community involvement or leadership development.
Question: What are some ways to incorporate basic
sleep medicine into the dental examination?
Answer: The MDA Journal ran a series on sleep medicine in the December 2020 and January 2021 issues. They
should get you started. If you missed those articles, you
can access the Journal’s digital edition at michigandental.org — click on the Jobs/Classifieds/Journal tab at the
top left. The ADA has some resources and online courses
available related to sleep medicine, too. Also, there are a
few MDA mentors who specialize in this area and can
help answer specific questions and share best practices.
Question: Recently at my dental office we had a patient
appear who was clearly intoxicated. He smelled of alcohol and was obviously driving himself. I refused to treat
him, but was afraid to report him to the police for fear he
would sue me for violating patient confidentiality. Did I do
the right thing?
Answer: You certainly did the right thing in refusing to
treat the patient in an intoxicated condition. You may not
have done the right thing in not reporting the patient if
the patient had an accident and injured someone. The
dentist-patient privilege only applies to information relative to the care and treatment of a patient acquired as a
result of providing professional dental services. It does
not appear that you learned of the patient’s intoxicated
position in providing dental services. Therefore, you or
your staff should have called the police. Such a call could
have saved innocent people, let alone the intoxicated patient, from injury or death. 
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D EN T IST RY A N D T H E L AW

A Reminder about
Dentistry and Antitrust Law
By Dan Schulte, JD
MDA Legal Counsel

A

ntitrust laws cannot be ignored by
dentists on the basis that they are
not fair, are too complicated, or make
no sense. The U.S. Justice Depart-

ment and the Federal Trade Commission are particularly
interested in prosecuting physicians and dentists for
antitrust violations. Since dental organizations like the
MDA are composed of independent practitioners, the
activities of organized dentistry fall under federal scrutiny. Therefore, a basic understanding of the antitrust
laws is therefore essential for all MDA members.
In this month’s article I’ll present a recap of what you
need to remember. Some of this may be familiar to you,
but it bears repeating.

Requirements for violation

Section One of the Sherman Antitrust Act declares contracts, combinations or conspiracies in restraint of trade
to be unlawful. For a violation of this act to take place, two
things must occur: Two or more independent dentists or
entities must engage in joint activity, and the joint activity
must restrain competition. These are explained below.
Joint activity. Any agreement by two or more independently practicing dentists, or group practices, which
restrains competition, may constitute “joint action.” An
example of such joint action would be two or more independent dentists who together decide not to sign a managed care participating contract or who decide to terminate such a contract. Another example would be two or
more dentists with independent practices who agree on
minimum or maximum fees or capitation amounts.
Business managers of two independent dental practices
who agree that the practices will not compete against
each other in a certain geographic area would be another
example.
The “agreement” need not be formal or written to be
illegal. A tacit understanding is enough. And, dentists do
not need to know the agreement is illegal in order to violate the law. The key is to avoid even the appearance of an
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illegal agreement. For example, informal conversations
with other dentists at a dental society meeting about
problems incurred with a managed care plan, which result
in some dentists terminating their contracts with the plan,
may be construed as an illegal agreement. A letter to
another dentist that merely discusses fees may evidence
and agreement to fix prices.
The law does not apply to actions taken individually by
a dentist. There must be an agreement or understanding,
and it takes more than one person or entity to have an
agreement. Such joint action does not exist in a completely integrated dental group practice. In such a group practice, the separate practices of individual dentists are
“merged” or “integrated” into the group. The dentists
share profits and losses, and do not have independent
competing practices. Because there is only one practice,
the joint action element required for a violation is absent.
Restraint on competition. In order for joint action or an
agreement to constitute an antitrust violation, it must
unreasonably restrain trade. This occurs when the effect
or purpose of the agreement is to decrease competition.
To determine whether the agreement is unreasonable, the
courts use two different standards, depending on the type
of agreement.
n Illegal Per Se: If the agreement involves price-fixing,
group boycotts, or the allocation of practice territories or
patients, the courts apply the per se rule. Under the per se
rule, the court presumes that an unreasonable restraint of
trade occurred. The plaintiff only has to prove the existence of the agreement, not that the agreement decreased
competition. Under the per se analysis, it does not matter
that the dentists did not intend to violate the antitrust
laws, or that the agreement operates to lower consumer
prices.
n Rule of Reason: If the per se rule does not apply, a
court applies the rule of reason. Under this analysis, the
court balances the pro-competitive purposes and effects
of the agreement against the anti-competitive purposes
and effects. If, on balance, the agreement is considered to
(Continued on Page 81)
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New Partners - More Focus
Dental ROI Associates - Dental CPAs
Is Excited to Announce
Our New

Female Lead Partners
Bringing a New Perspective
To

Women In
Dentistry
KATIE FAYSAL CPA

STEPHANIE CYKIERT MHSA

Join Katie and Stephanie
at the Detroit Athletic Club for
Women In Dentistry Round Table – July 23, 2021
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9:00 - 1:00 - Lunch - $125
register at www.dentalroiassociates.com events or call 919-710-7376

Women Leadership in Dentistry – Hear from
Industry Leaders

Why Nice Girls Don’t Get the Corner Ofﬁce

Why Women Outperform Men In Dentistry

Grants and Resources for Women in Dentistry

Building Your Leadership Team
Key Metrics to Drive Your Business

HR Challenges in the Workplace

STA FF M AT T ERS ®

FFCRA Paid Leave Extension —
What Changes Were Made?
By Jodi Schafer, SPHR, SHRM-SCP

Q

uestion: I’m confused about the
Families First Coronavirus Response Act leave. I know that last
spring paid leave under FFCRA for

coronavirus-related reasons was mandated for our practice. Guidance came out piecemeal and we ended up offering it to all of our staff so we didn’t have to pick and
choose. I thought it ended in December, but now I’m seeing information about it being extended through September. Is this mandatory? Do the banks reload if the employee used up all of their time last year? Help!
Answer: You are correct that the mandate to offer paid
sick leave and paid family leave under FFCRA expired on
Dec. 31, 2020. However, there was an extension granted
to the payroll tax credit portion of FFCRA that allowed
employers to voluntarily continue offering paid FFCRA
leave through the end of March and utilizing the payroll
credits to get reimbursed for those leaves.
This initial extension didn’t change any of the other
FFCRA provisions. However, the recently enacted American
Rescue Plan, a stimulus package worth $1.9 trillion, resulted
in not only another extension of tax credits for FFCRA leave
but also key changes to the policy language itself.
Beginning April 1 and ending on Sept. 30, 2021, employers with fewer than 500 employees will be allowed to
continue offering paid leave under FFCRA. This is a voluntary program, not mandatory as it was in 2020. The tax
credits will continue to be the reimbursement mechanism, so those have been extended again, this time until
the end of September. Unlike before, employee leave
banks will reload on April 1, even if the employee had
previously exhausted his or her FFCRA hours. Other
changes to the newly revised FFCRA language include
additional reasons for paid leave and the maximum
length of leave granted.
Let’s review the reasons an employee could request
paid sick leave and paid family leave under the old plan,
according to the Department of Labor website:
26

n Two weeks (up to 80 hours) of paid sick leave at the
employee’s regular rate of pay where the employee is unable to work because the employee is quarantined (pursuant to federal, state, or local government order or advice of a health care provider), and/or experiencing
COVID-19 symptoms and seeking a medical diagnosis; or
n Two weeks (up to 80 hours) of paid sick leave at twothirds the employee’s regular rate of pay because the employee is unable to work because of a bona fide need to
care for an individual subject to quarantine (pursuant to
federal, state, or local government order or advice of a
health care provider), or to care for a child (under 18
years of age) whose school or child care provider is
closed or unavailable for reasons related to COVID-19,
and/or the employee is experiencing a substantially similar condition as specified by the Secretary of Health and
Human Services, in consultation with the Secretaries of
the Treasury and Labor; and
n Up to an additional 10 weeks of paid expanded family and medical leave at two-thirds the employee’s regular rate of pay where an employee, who has been employed for at least 30 calendar days, is unable to work due
to a bona fide need for leave to care for a child whose
school or child care provider is closed or unavailable for
reasons related to COVID-19.
The revised FFCRA language in the American Rescue
Plan adds three additional qualifying reasons to paid sick
leave. They are:
n Obtaining a COVID-19 vaccine.
n Recovering from any illness or condition related to
the COVID-19 vaccine.
n Seeking or awaiting the results of a COVID-19 diagnosis or test if either the employee has been exposed to COVID-19 or the employer requested the test or diagnosis.
It’s not just paid sick leave that has been affected. Paid
medical leave has been expanded to 12 paid weeks vs. 10
paid weeks, and the qualifying reasons for paid medical
leave now include any of the reasons found under paid
sick leave. This means that an employee could potential(Continued on Page 80)
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YOUR PASSION.
YOUR PURPOSE.

Don’t take chances
Here’s your chance to indulge,
and saving money is the sweetest part

We are the momentum behind what’s possible.
We focus on the business of business — allowing
you to focus on what makes you extraordinary.
As you show care and commitment to your
patients, we provide the energy and expertise to
maximize your passion and purpose. Now that’s
something to smile about.
Contact a Rehmann Advisor today and put our
experience to work for you. Visit rehmann.com
or call 866.799.9580.





Book your private Sweet Rewards virtual presentation for your
office (presented via Zoom) and learn about important changes
to No-fault auto reform and tips on how to save money on your
home and auto insurance. Call Jeni Drummond at 800-860-2272,
ext. 462 or visit mdaprograms.com/sweet-rewards to schedule!
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MDA SERVICES

Selection, Shipping, Pricing Are
Hallmarks of TDSC.com,
Powered by Henry Schein

By Cindy Hoogasian
MDA Services

S

ince 2007, the Michigan Dental Association has provided members with access
to discounted dental supplies that are
used every day in practices. Over the

years, there’s been evolution in the way we’ve delivered
dental supply savings to members. Now, the MDA has
formed a group purchasing organization, or GPO, with
TDSC.com, Powered by Henry Schein to give members
access to an increasing selection of dental supplies
across the spectrum, all available at prices well below
manufacturers’ suggested retail prices.
Creating a GPO relationship with TDSC.com in no way
requires MDA members to purchase from TDSC.com, but
there are several good reasons that you will want to include TDSC.com in your vendor mix. Here are a few:
n The nation’s oldest and largest dental supply company, Henry Schein, acquired TDSC from the California
Dental Association in late October 2020. The MDA had
been aligned with TDSC for nearly two years when that
acquisition occurred. The acquisition of TDSC was a direct result of the challenges brought forth by COVID-19
and the attendant second-quarter closure of dental practices, as well as the unavailability of personal protective
equipment on the open marketplace.
n With Henry Schein’s national network of warehouses, its access to PPE and all the major manufacturers of
dental supplies, the inventory now available at TDSC.
com is vastly expanded, and orders are usually shipped
the day they are ordered. More than 5,000 Henry Schein
brand products are now available at TDSC.com. These
products have a 100% satisfaction guarantee.
n Product lines at TDSC.com are being expanded.
More orthodontic supplies are now available, and more
are on the way. The Clinician’s Choice offering has also
been expanded on the site.
n As long as distributors are rationing PPE, shopping
at TDSC.com provides still another resource to use to
keep a stream of PPE flowing to your practice. And, you’ll
like the prices better than at other outlets.
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Let’s talk about prices. Dentists who want the traditional Henry Schein Dental full-service experience with prices
negotiated for their individual practices can still work with
their Henry Schein representative and enjoy that relationship. However, price-sensitive dentists who want the convenience of an online shopping experience can add TDSC.
com to the mix and benefit from competitive prices.
n As a result of the GPO, TDSC.com will pay an administrative fee to the MDA, based upon the dollars that MDA
members spend on the TDSC.com platform. This is great
news for you because the non-dues revenue generated by
purchases at TDSC.com will help keep your MDA dues at
a consistent level and will help support the programs and
services the MDA provides. And don’t think that if there
were no GPO that prices would be even lower. TDSC.com
is selling supplies at the same prices to dentists in states
where the dental associations have not formed a GPO
and therefore are not receiving an admin fee, as they are
in Michigan, where the GPO is in place. By shopping at
TDSC.com, you really save money two ways: Once on the
cost of goods purchased, and the second way is on your
dues investment.
n TDSC.com, Powered by Henry Schein offers free
shipping on orders of $99 or more. Save yourself shipping
costs by making certain your purchases exceed that base
threshold. And watch for periodic promotions. Sometimes discounts are offered with a special code that you
may receive via email. Other times, products may be
marked down for a limited time due to overstocks.
n Finally, you can get assistance finding products or
addressing any questions you may have by calling TDSC
Customer Care at 888-253-1223 or 877-484-6149, from 8:30
a.m. to 8:30 p.m. Eastern Time.
I encourage you to take advantage of what our GPO
through TDSC.com, Powered by Henry Schein has to offer. By making a purchase at TDSC.com, you agree to be a
participant in the GPO and acknowledge that the MDA
will receive an admin fee on your purchases. You’ll feel
great about your cost savings and for supporting your
association! 
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Health insurance starts here.
We have what you need.
Whether you want a group health plan, or an
individual plan, MDA Insurance has the right
solution for you. We can bring you the comfort
that comes when you carry a Blue Cross Blue Shield

Choose from:

card, or the value associated with a Priority Health

•

Small and large group plans.

•

Individual health plans.

•

Medicare plans.

We want to provide your health insurance

•

Short- and Long-term health plans.

from the beginning of your career through your

plan. And help you look at alternative carriers.

retirement years. MDA members are eligible for
a special group supplement to Medicare too!
Never go anywhere else for your health insurance.
Call us for the right solution tailored to you.

877.906.9924 • mdaprograms.com
3657 Okemos Road, Suite 100 • Okemos, MI 48864-3927
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By Nick Smith

A

Vacuum-Formed vs. Hawley
Retainers for the Prevention
of Incisor Relapse

friend has been in fixed orthodontic appliances for a couple of years, and his active
treatment is nearly complete. Before
starting the retention phase of treatment, he’s interested to know how
clear vacuum-formed retainers compare to Hawley retainers. In his view,
his braces represent a significant investment of time, money, and discomfort, and his primary goal is to
maintain the success of his treatment.
Retention is the phase of orthodontic treatment that aims to keep
teeth in their new positions. The undesirable tendency for teeth to return to their initial positions is known
as relapse. Despite much study, the
causes of relapse are not clearly understood; the factors with the most
impact are felt to be periodontal forces, continued growth, and forces
from the orofacial soft tissues.1 To
minimize relapse some type of retention appliance is required.
Two commonly used retention appliances are Hawley and vacuumformed retainers. Hawley retainers
consist of a labial bow wire and clasps
attached to a lingual or palatal acrylic component.2 Vacuum-formed retainers (VFRs) are made from a thin
thermoplastic material and cover all
tooth surfaces. These are also known
as Essix retainers.2
Hawley retainers have several advantages. They allow the upper and
lower teeth to fully occlude, can be
adjusted if needed, and are slightly
more durable than vacuum-formed
retainers. The main advantages of
30

Following treatment with fixed orthodontic appliances, are vacuum-formed (Essix) retainers
more effective than Hawley retainers in preventing incisor relapse?

Clinical Scenario

Literature Search Strategies

Are vacuum formed
retainers (VFR) preferable to
traditional removable
orthodontic retainers
(Hawley retainers) in
preventing relapse, gingival
health, speech, and patient
satisfaction?

A literature search using
Google, PubMed and TRIP was
initiated, with TRIP database
providing the best search
results with multiple systematic
reviews of control trials.

VFRs are that they are clear and esthetic, more comfortable, slightly
cheaper, and less likely to affect
speech compared to Hawley retainers. VFRs are a popular choice for patients after orthodontic treatment because of their advantages.

PICO question

My goal was to find evidence to inform a clinical decision on orthodontic retention. Clinical questions need
to be directly relevant to the patient
or problem at hand and phrased in
such a way as to facilitate the search
for an answer. The PICO model structures questions in this manner.3
I therefore created an answerable
clinical question that fit the PICO format: Following treatment with fixed
orthodontic appliances, are vacuumformed (Essix) retainers more effec-

Clinical Findings

VFRs were shown to be statistically
more effective than Hawley
retainers at preventing incisor
relapse. Clinical concerns such as
caries risk, the impact on speech,
and patient satisfaction must be
considered on an individual basis
to improve patient compliance and
outcomes for long-term retention.

tive than Hawley retainers in preventing incisor relapse?
P = Population/Patient: Orthodontic patients following
fixed treatment
I = Intervention: Vacuum-formed
(Essix) retainers
C = Comparison: Hawley retainers
O = Outcome: Effectiveness at
preventing incisor relapse

Literature search pathway

As a third-year dental student, my
time is limited, so in hopes of finding
a quick answer I first did a Google
search for “orthodontic relapse Hawley vs. Essix.” Unfortunately, the first
page of results consisted mostly of
links to orthodontic private-practice
(Continued on Page 32)
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websites. This search strategy did locate two peer-reviewed papers, however — a nonrandomized study of 42
patients and a randomized study of
30 patients.4,5 Demir et al. concluded
that “Essix appliances were more efficient in retaining the anterior teeth in
the mandible during a 1-year retention period” while Kaya et al. found
that the retention effectiveness between the Hawley and Essix retainers
was not statistically significant.
Two papers with conflicting results
failed to give me a definitive answer
regarding retention appliances. Moreover, these papers only reported on a
small number of subjects. Smaller
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sample sizes are less representative
of the overall target population, and
the results of such studies are less
precise, with generally wide confidence intervals. I needed better insight into the issue at hand; higher
level evidence such as a systematic
review would give me a clearer picture of the body of evidence on orthodontic retention.
Unlike Google, the TRIP database
was built to give answers to clinical
questions. Using its PICO search function, I entered the four parts of my
question: (orthodontic patients) (vacuum formed retainers) (Hawley retainers) (incisor relapse). TRIP returned a 2020 systematic review of
randomized controlled trials on my
topic.6 This seemed like the evidence
I was looking for, but since I only got a
single result, I decided to search
PubMed just to be sure that I wasn’t
missing any other evidence. A search
of PubMed using similar keywords located the same systematic review.
This study included 1,343 patients
from 15 randomized controlled trials
from 2007 to 2018 reporting on the effectiveness of Hawley vs. VFRs in
maintaining tooth position after fixed
orthodontic treatment.

Evidence summary

The review by Outhaisavanh et al.
was conducted according to the PRISMA guidelines for systematic reviews.
The authors concluded, “In terms of
arch length and incisors irregularity,
VFR seemed to be more effective than
[Hawley retainers] in both arches on
maintaining the correction of the patient’s teeth.” This was based on only
two included randomized trials
(RCTs) that assessed the change in
tooth positions, intercanine width, intermolar width, arch length, overjet,
and overbite using Little’s Irregularity
Index. There was a statistically significant difference in Little’s Index for
both maxillary and mandibular arches in both studies.2,7
The authors used the Cochrane

Collaboration’s tool for assessing the
risk of bias in RCTs; of the two studies
reporting on Little’s Index, Rowland
et al. was considered to be at high risk
of bias on the basis of selective reporting of outcomes.
Their findings are similar to those
of earlier reviews. A systematic review by Al Rahma et al. included eight
studies comparing Hawley and VFRs,
three of which examined their effects
on various dental arch measurements.8 The authors concluded, “In
general, no statistically significant differences were observed regarding
maxillary and mandibular dental arch
measurements at different follow-ups.
However, subjects wearing Hawley retainers had significantly greater proportion of maxillary teeth rotation
and significantly greater changes in
Little’s irregularity index.”
The same eight studies were included in an updated review conducted by the Cochrane Collaboration in
2016.9 Two studies at high risk of bias
that were also included in the later review by Al Rahma et al. suggested that
stability was better in the lower arch
for VFRs versus Hawley.
Based on the limited available evidence, VFRs seem to be slightly more
effective at preventing incisor relapse.
It is important to note, however, that
selection of the most appropriate retention appliance should be based on
more than just statistical significance,
as statistical significance does not always translate to clinical significance.
For example, because of its fulltooth coverage a VFR might be contraindicated in a high-caries-risk patient
who is a known consumer of sugary
beverages.10 Other clinically relevant
characteristics for an orthodontist
and patient to consider are retainer
survival time, patient satisfaction,
cost-effectiveness, occlusal settling,
adverse effects on gingival health, and
adverse effects on speech, all of which
are included in this systematic review.6 Regarding these additional
characteristics, the authors state, “Pa-
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tient satisfaction with VFR was higher
than with HR, and there was no difference in survival rates. In terms of
cost-effectiveness, occlusal contacts,
and gingival health, there were a few
studies with limited evidence to compare these retainers. For speech articulation, VFR was less affected in comparison to [Hawley retainers].” 
Nick Smith graduated from the
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currently a
third-year dental
student at UT
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Antonio School of
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PART ONE: CONCEPTS AND TECHNOLOGIES

I

magine you are preparing a crown build-

scanning and the subtractive manufacturing

up for tooth #12. As you finalize caries

(milling) of restorative components origi-

excavation, the lingual cusp fractures

nated by Francois Duret in 19881 and subse-

off, horizontal at the height of the palatal

quently commercialized by Nobelpharma

free gingival margin. Recognizing that a

(later Nobel Biocare) as the Procera system.

matrix band would not be stable on the

While milling has dominated the fabrication

tooth or could violate the attachment appa-

side of the digital workflow, additive fabrica-

ratus and cause prolonged bleeding, you

tion, or 3D printing, is rapidly expanding its

choose to contain the buildup by preparing

role in the restorative realm.

the dentin with bonding material and care-

Additive fabrication has been in existence

fully laying down a flowable composite

industrially since 1986 with the patenting of

bead.

the first “3D printer” by Chuck Hull, who

Then, following the root surface’s axial

went on to form 3D Systems Corporation

contour, you cure that bead on the dentin

(Rock Hill, SC, USA).2 Materialise, a Belgium

and repeat this process until a resulting

“Rapid Prototyping Service,” formed in

composite wall is at level with the marginal

1990, was the first provider of 3D-printed

ridge. Doctor, effectively, you have just

end-use products for dental application.

3D-printed a matrix band utilizing material

Materialise’s surgical templates were based

extrusion and layer photocuring technolo-

on the implant guide concept proposed in

gies!

1994 by Henry et al.,3 and commercial pro-

Dentistry is undergoing a dramatic and

duction began in 1996. Despite this early

rapid transformation with the expanding

use of additive fabrication, the predominant

involvement of the digital workflow in pa-

digital technology in dentistry remained the

tient care. For decades, our profession has

laboratory milling of crowns, substructures

utilized digital technology in the commer-

and burnout resins.

cial laboratory, beginning with desktop
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In the last decade, the use of digital cone beam (CBCT)
technology, high resolution intra-oral scanners, and the
maturing of dental milling systems have been supplanting the applications of physical world, or “analog” dental
procedures, both clinically and in the laboratory. Even
though 3D printing has been used in dental applications
just as long, or longer, than these technologies, with the
exceptions of implant surgical guides and orthodontic

aligners, it has been late to the game in regard to its role
in the digital workflow of mainstream dental practice.
That is now rapidly changing, primarily due to the explosion of available materials, both extraoral and certified
intraoral resins. In the decade from 2007 to 2017, the number of refereed journal articles covering 3D printing in
dentistry has exploded, to almost 6,000.4
As a dental practitioner, you now have an extensive,

Table 1 — Core processes of 3D printing
Process		

Description

Metaphor

JP (Jetted
3D printer uses a print head to deposit
Photopolymer)
particles of solids, rather than ink, on a
“Polyjetting”
platform. This is accomplished layer by
		
layer, with a chemical or photochemical
		
curing process occurring after each layer
		
deposition.
			
			

Think of the ubiquitous inkjet printer in your
office. Photojetting and binder jetting 		
similarly use a print head that deposits
globules instead of dots, which are then
cured and another layer is deposited.
Polyjetting and binder jetting are the two
additive manufacturing technologies that
actually are “printing” in 3D.

FDM (Fusion
Deposition
Modeling)
		
		
		

Create a cylinder with a glue gun. Trace a
“glue circle,” let it cool, then trace a second
circle on top, let it cool. Repeat until desired
height of your cylinder is attained.

Particle
Jetting

Material
Extrusion

Vat
SLA-laser
Photosensitive resin is contained within
Polymerization ("Classic"
a vat, or resin tank, and cured selectively
Steriolithography) on a platform by light. Instead of the “print
SLA-DLP
head” moving vertically, the print platform
SLA-masked
increments with each layer deposition.
LCD/LED		
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

You are preparing a crown buildup for tooth
#12. As you finalize caries excavation, the
lingual cusp fractures off, horizontal at the
height of the palatal free gingival margin. A
matrix band probably would not be stable
on the tooth, and if it was, it would create
excessive bleeding. Instead, you prepare the
dentin surfaces for your bonding material.
Then carefully lay down a bead of flowable
composite on the dentin that is equi-gingival.
Cure that bead, then repeat another on top
and cure that. Repeat until the resulting
composite wall is level with the marginal
ridge. You have just 3D printed an intraoral
composite resin matrix band.

SLS (Selective
Laser Sintering)
SLM (Selective
Laser Melting)
		
		
		

Create a cylinder on top of a crème brûlée.
Sprinkle the binding powder (sugar) on top,
trace a circle with a fine torch. Sprinkle more
sugar, then bind it in the circle pattern with
the torch. Repeat until cylinder is at desired
height.

Particle
Binding

36

Using a thermoplastic resin, a 2D crosssection is created by bead of heated
softened material depositing on a build
platform, using a repeating cycle of layer
extrusion, then cooling, until the intended
height of the object is attained.

Particles of the end-use material are
distributed on a platform with a layer
thickness equal to a particle’s diameter.
The particles are then fused by energy or
bound by adhesives to form a cohesive
layer. Similar to vat polymerization, it is
the build platform that increments vertically.
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and growing, library of cost-effective 3D printing resins
to utilize in patient care and laboratory procedures. In
the realm of commercial dental laboratories, milling continues to remain the predominant fabrication technology.
However, the lower cost, minimal space requirements,
and relative absence of maintenance associated with
desktop 3D printing renders it suitable in both the laboratory and clinical practice environments. Cone beam CT
imaging systems, intraoral scanners, dental mills, and 3D
printers are all important elements of the digital workflow. Desktop 3D printers have, by far, the lowest barrier
to entry of all these devices.
The goal of this article is to shed light on the technology of additive fabrication and illustrate how you can
implement this technology in your practice.

Fabrication methods historically used in dentistry

Overall, there are seven types of manufacturing processes used by dental technicians and dentists for restorative fabrication.5,6 Some of these processes are used in
combination, such as the case of orthodontic aligner fabrication. These basic processes can be outlined as follows:
Casting or rotational molding: Example: Lost wax
casting of molten metals for crowns, porcelain fused to
metal (PFM) frameworks, and removable partial denture
frameworks.
Conventional molding and compression molding:
Pouring up of gypsum-based dental models in dental impressions and denture “packing.”
Injection molding: Injection-molded dentures, blueware for crowns (e.g., lithium disilicate).
Vacuum thermoforming: Thin shells for molding temporary restorations, thicker shells for fabricating aligners.
CNC machining: Also referred to subtractive fabrication or milling. Fabrication of titanium components for
implant restorations, zirconia frameworks for fixed
prosthodontics, and polymer bases for digital dentures.
3D printing: Additive fabrication. Fabrication of surgical guides, custom trays, dental models, wax-ups, provisional restorations, and digital denture components.
Parts aggregation: Many end-use products are a result of the combination of core processes. Orthodontic
aligners (3D printing and vacuum thermoforming) and
emergency personal protective equipment (injection
molding and 3D printing) are two prime examples.

Core processes in additive fabrication

While the first five methods of manufacture above are
clearly described by singular definitions, the sixth, 3D
printing, actually encompasses a diverse subset of fabrication approaches (Table 1). All additive fabrication
methods involve building the intended object vertically
JOURNAL OF THE MICHIGAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION • MAY 2021

by forming layer upon layer until the final vertical extent
is achieved. There is a myriad of additive fabrication
technologies that are derived from at least four core processes:
Particle jetting. This process, unlike the following
three, is the only method of additive fabrication that is
actually 3D printing in the sense that it operates in a manner similar to how a 2D paper printer functions. The ubiquitous inkjet printer found in homes and business offices
deposits droplets of ink on the paper to form the printed
word or a two-dimensional image. Similarly, the particlejetting 3D printer uses a printhead to deposit particles of
solids, rather than ink, on a platform. This is accomplished layer by layer, with a chemical or photochemical
curing process occurring after each layer deposition.
Material extrusion. Utilizing a thermoplastic resin, a
2D cross section is created by a bead of heated softened
material depositing on a build platform, using a repeating
cycle of layer extrusion, then cooling, until the intended
height of the object is attained.
Vat photopolymerization. A volume of light-sensitive
resin is contained within a vat, also referred as a resin
tank, and cured selectively on a platform, often by UV
light (405nm, 385nm or 365nm). Instead of the “print
head” moving vertically, the print platform increments
with each layer of deposition.
Particle binding or particle fusion. Particles of the
end-use material are distributed on a platform with a layer thickness equal to a particle’s diameter. The particles
are then fused by energy or bound by adhesives to form
a cohesive layer. Similar to vat polymerization, it is the
build platform that increments vertically.
These core processes are general. Within each of these
exist specific manufacturing approaches (Tables 2 and 3,
see Pages 38 and 39). This is exactly why the idea of “3D
printing” is so difficult to describe in detail; the term is
applicable to an incredibly divergent array of technologies and methodologies. Dental offices and small dental
laboratories typically use a subset of these processes
(Table 3, see Page 39). Nevertheless, it is important to
understand the overall scope of 3D printing, both in industrial manufacturing and in desktop printing applications suitable for local dental fabrication.

3D printing technologies in industry

Compared to the counter top and electrical outlet
found in a typical dental office, additive fabrication in industry tends to require greater floor space, higher energy
demands, and complex materials handling and changeover. While this article is emphasizing desktop 3D printing, it is important to be aware that certain industrial 3D
printing technologies are employed to produce end-use
(Continued on Page 38)
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products in the field of dentistry. Throughout the history
of 3D printing, the three industries that have been most
involved in additive manufacturing of end-use products
are medicine, dentistry, and aerospace.7
The need for full customization of manufactured parts
is obvious in the medical fields, so it follows that these
disciplines are ideal environments for design and fabrication of single use templates and parts. 3D printing’s ability
to produce parts with internal structure uniquely benefits
the aerospace industry. With subtractive manufacturing

(milling), a designer can only specify the contours and
parameters of the exterior surface of an object. In dentistry, we think of a crown as having an outside and an
inside, or intaglio. But in reality, a crown is an object with
one contiguous exterior surface, so it is easily fabricated
by a milling machine. When designing for additive fabrication, however, one has access to both the outer surface
and the internal space of the end product. This is of substantial advantage in aerospace manufacturing in that
internal “hollowing” structures (e.g., honeycombs) can

Table 2 — Select industrial or experimental 3D printing technologies
Technology

Photopolymer
Binder Jetting
Jetting		

Laser Sintering or
Laser Melting

Volumetric
3D Printing

Abbreviation PJ, “Pollyjetting”

BJ		

SLS or SLM

SLA-LCD

Material
Photopolymerized resin
		

Metals, silicones, and
ceramics

Metals, silicones, and
ceramics

Photopolymerized resin

Particle jetting

Particle fusion

Vat polymerization

Core Process

Particle jetting

Jetted resin droplets are
Layered deposition of
SLS — Selective laser
deposited on a layer,
adhesive (binder) on a
sintering by applying
then flashed with a highunit layer of particles.
laser energy to a single
intensity curing light.
Similar to photojetting,
layer of particles for
		
except the jetted entity
surface-to-surface fusion.
		
is the matrix for the 		
		
layered core material
SLM — Greater selective
				
energy that fully melts the
				
particles into the desired
				
monolithic layered form
3D Process

Post
Processing

Minimal, much less than
SLA processes. No rinse;
occasional post-cure.

Sintering or adhesive
curing, depending on
primary material.

Dental
Applications

•Implant surgical guides
No significant dental
•Wax-ups for casting
applications.
•Dental models (including			
as part of aligner			
fabrication process)
•Medical models			
•Occlusal orthotics			
•Custom trays			
•Digital dentures
•Fixed provisional
restorations

Directed beam exposure
of photopolymer in a
rotating resin bath.
Suitable for very rapid
production of small
parts.

Removal of unaffected
particles. Sometimes
additional sintering

Rinsing and post cure

Titanium printing,
especially in creating
custom bone replacements
for craniofacial surgery.

None. Experimental at
this time.

Also, declining
application in printing
PFM frameworks.

Very common in medium
to large commercial
dental laboratories
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be created for significant weight reduction, as well as creating plumbing and electrical paths and recesses designed into the internal aspects of the part.

Industrial stereolithography

Laser stereolithography (SLA-laser) is a vat polymerization process that utilizes a laser beam directed by mirrors to polymerize liquid resin in a tank adjacent to a
membrane one spot at a time (Figure 1, see Page 36). In
this approach, the coded pattern from a 3D object is projected on the membrane one spot at a time. Imagine a
paint brush that gradually moves to draw a pattern. Once
a layer is finished, subsequent layers are applied, then
cured. This approach produces a strong bond among the
layers, or Z-axis. The nature of the SLA process was initially an advantage, since it resulted in a higher-detailed
printed part.
Two major paradigm shifts in the practice of dentistry
were made possible by industrial stereolithography: (1)
implant surgical guides designed and printed from “virtual surgery” planning within the platform of a volumetric CT scan introduced by Materialize (Leuven, Belgium)
Siimplant, and (2) establishment of CAD/CAM focused
orthodontic aligners, pioneered by Align Technologies
(San Jose, Calif., USA).8

Binder jetting

Dimensional stability is a goal of every manufacturing
process. Binder jetting additive fabrication occurs at
room temperature and creates parts that are extremely
stable and consistent with their designed parameters and
dimensions. Since this technology involves the deposition
of adhesive on a monolayer of particles, it can be used
with a vast array of materials. Like a standard 2D printer,
a binder jetting device utilizes a print head to deposit adhesive (i.e., resin matrix) onto a bed of particles (i.e., filler) that is renewed with each layer. The end product is
created as either a composite resin or is further sintered
to eliminate the adhesive and directly bond the particles.
Currently, binder jetting’s use in dentistry is limited, but it
shows significant promise as a leading 3D printing technology for the future of 3D printing of ceramics.9

Photopolymer jetting

Stereolithography was the first 3D printing application, and it was utilized almost immediately in dentistry
for production of implant surgical guides. In 1998, Objet,
an Israeli company, was established to produce a 3D
printer that was essentially a cross between a stereolithographic device and an inkjet printer. This technolo(Continued on Page 40)

Table 3 — Desktop 3D printing technologies adaptable for both industry and the dental
office or small dental laboratory
Technology

Fusion Deposition
Modeling

UV Laser
Sterolithography
SLA-LASER

DLP
Stereolithography
SLA-DLP

LCD
Stereolithography

Abbreviation

FDM

SLA-LCD/MASK

Material

Thermoplastic
Photopolymerized resin
amorphous resin		

Core Process

Material extrusion

Vat polymerization

3d Process

Layered thermal
extrusion deposition

Layered partial photo-curing of a photosensitive resin, usually utilizing
light of UV wavelength

Post
None
Processing		
		

(a) Agitated alcohol rinse of printed part to remove uncured
resin. Typically 30 minutes.
(b) Completion of cure (cross linking) in a “light oven.” Typically 20 minutes.

Dental
•Low resoltuion medical models
Applications
•Low resolution dental models
(in historical
•Custom trays
implementaion •Emergency PPE
in the United		
States)		
		

•Implant surgical guides
•Dental models (including as part of aligner fabrication process)
•Medical models
•Occlusal orthotics
•Custom trays
•Digital dentures
•Fixed provisional restorations
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gy, termed “polyjet,” creates 3D objects by cycling the jetting of
photopolymer droplets onto a platform using a print head, then flashing
the resulting layer with high intensity
UV light. This technique has proven
to be extremely accurate, with the potential to produce parts at resolutions as fine as 16 microns.
A polyjet printer requires a rather
large cabinet size and complicated
materials handling, so it is not suitable for use in a dental office. None-

theless, in the early 2000s polyjet
printers were engaged by commercial
dental laboratories for the fabrication
of models and surgical guides, and
are still used today. The primary benefit to a larger lab is the combination
of high speed, while maintaining high
quality.

Laser sintering or laser melting

Metal printing is crucial to aerospace, and that is usually accomplished by laser sintering (SLS) and

Figure 1 — The primary components of an FDM 3D
printer. Depiction is diagrammatic only.
(Copyright © T. Hart.)
Fusion Deposition Molding (FDM)

laser melting (SLM). In this technology, particles of the end-use material
are distributed on a platform as a
single layer. The particles are then
fused by laser or electronic beam energy to form a cohesive layer. Similar
to vat polymerization, it is the build
platform that increments vertically.
Even though it is possible to metalprint PFM frameworks with SLM, this
application for 3D printing in dentistry is fading. Currently, the most important use of SLM/SLS in dentistry is
the printing of bone replacement
parts and full-arch implant frameworks. Nevertheless, the potential for
future applications is growing. SLM is
suitable for printing custom titanium
implants, an endeavor which has
been successful on a trial basis.10 Nylon is also a common material that is
printed using SLM/SLS. In the very
near future, there will be commercially available SLS printers that are suitable for printing non-rigid sleep appliances and orthotics.11

Technologies suitable for desktop
3D printing in dentistry
Resin
Filament

Extruder
(Moves Y and Z)

Build Plate
(Moves X)

Industrial additive manufacturing
utilizing powder binding and vat polymerization still play an important
role in dentistry, but it is important
for the dental practitioner to be aware
that similar workflows and outcomes
can now be accomplished with local
design, and local desktop 3D printing.
Devices that use the various forms of
SLA, and, to a lesser extent fusion deposition modeling (FDM), are currently available in small form factors
and at affordable costs. The dental
practitioner and laboratory technician now have access to a myriad of
production capabilities that are possible with additive fabrication by utilizing 3D printers that can easily fit on
laboratory or clinical counter tops.

Fusion deposition modeling

Three years after Chuck Hull and
3D Systems patented stereolithography, Scott Crump developed a meth40
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od of depositing thermo-extruded
material on a build platform, and he
and his wife went on to establish the
Stratasys Corporation (Rehovat, Israel, and Eden Prairie, Minn., USA).12
Crump came up with the concept as
he was trying to create a toy frog for
his daughter using a glue gun. Fusion
deposition modeling, also referred to
as extrusion printing, is exactly that;
a heated nozzle (the glue gun) depositing layers of thermoplastic under
robotic control.
Adrian Bowyer created the RepRap
open source “self replicating” 3D
printer in 2004, which was the first
desktop-sized FDM printer.13 Shortly
thereafter, multiple manufacturers
began providing FDM printers for sale
to small businesses and the general
public. Desktop FDM resolution is typically 200 microns, so it is not suitable
for dental restorations or most appliances. However, it can be used in dentistry for such applications as custom
trays, demonstration models (i.e., airway models), and emergency PPE.
Given the low acquisition cost of FDM
3D printers and the extremely low
cost of thermal filament, extrusion
printers represent an excellent modality for the entry level exploration
of the 3D printing process.

(3) a source of light; and (4) a mechanism by which the light pattern projects on the membrane.
Vat polymerization 3D printers are
classified in three subcategories
based on their printing approaches.
These subcases vary in the mechanism by which the UV light projects
on the membrane and polymerizes
the adjacent liquid resin.
SLA-laser beam stereolithography, as described above under the
heading of industrial stereolithogra-

phy, is a conventional stereolithography process and is often referred to
simply as “SLA.” Classic SLA had the
advantage of producing highly detailed parts relative to other subcategories of liquid resin polymerization
printers. Over time, other subclasses
of vat polymerization printers caught
up on printing high-detailed parts.
This trend shifted SLA-laser beam
printers to the group of printers with
a relatively slower print speed. One of
(Continued on Page 42)

Figure 2 — The primary components of an SLA-laser 3D
printer. Depiction is diagrammatic only.
(Copyright © T. Hart.)
Laser Stereolithography (SLA)

Build Platform
(Moves Z)

Vat photopolymerization

Mainstream desktop printers that
are operating based on liquid resin
photopolymerization started entering
the market around 2012. Formlabs
(Sommerville, Mass., USA) was one of
the successful companies that introduced an affordable and reasonably
simple solution to address small-scale
3D printing needs. Since then, a myriad of vat polymerization 3D printers
have been released. Examples of such
printers are SprintRay Pro by SprintRay, Form 3 by Formlabs, and Sonic
Mini by Phrozen. All these printers
have four common parts: (1) a build
plate where the printed object is
formed layer by layer; (2) a resin tank
with a membrane built in the bottom;
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the proposed approaches to compensate for the relatively slow printing
speed is to print at a higher thickness
level. For example, Formlabs offers
the Draft Resin to print dental models
at 200 micron instead of 100 at a higher speed. Reducing the polymerization cure time by optimizing the properties of a resin is another approach
to speed up print time in SLA printers.
DLP-direct light processing stereolithography is a subclass of vat polymerization approach where a projector

casts a slice of the printed object one
layer at a time (Figure 3). The projectors in DLP printers are similar to movie theater projectors. The core component of a DLP printer project is a digital
micromirror device (DMD). The specifications of a DMD defines the XY resolution of a DLP printer. Almost all
DMDs are manufactured by the Texas
Instruments company. The design of
vat/tank, type of membrane and the focal point distance of the project are
parts that often vary.

Figure 3 — The primary components of an SLA-DLP 3D
printer. Depiction is diagrammatic only.
(Copyright © T. Hart.)
Digital Light Projection Stereolithography (SLA-DLP)
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DLP printers can be divided into
two subclasses — oscillating and continuous printing. The notion of continuous printing proposes to use a
medium (e.g., oxygen or oil) to move
the polymerization process slightly
away from the membrane. This allows a continuous flow of resin between the membrane and build plate.
The thin layer where polymerization
is inhibited by the medium of choice
is called the dead zone. The dead
zone is transparent to light and offers
a polymerization-free zone.
Carbon printers are known examples of continuous DLP printers. Specifically, the Carbon3D company introduced
an
approach
called
Continuous Liquid Interface Production technology (CLIP), aiming to replace a layer-by-layer resin polymerization
with
a
continuous
polymerization process. Carbon3D
printers are often used in commercial
dental labs and are annually leased at
an estimated rate of $40,000 to
$250,000.
In theory, CLIP technology will
eliminate the oscillation and speedup of the printing process. Nonetheless, challenges are associated with
running a medium on the membrane,
such as maintenance of an extra part.
Additionally, empirical observations
suggest that printers claiming a continuous printing either have micro oscillations or slightly move the build
plate up in every four to seven layers
of printing. Further research on this
aspect of DLP printing is needed to
clarify some of these questions.
DLP printers are trending in digital
dentistry. Printing at high detail and
the ability to print multiple parts in
each print at a relatively short period
of time are some of the advantages of
DLP printers. SprintRay, NextDent,
Asiga, and Envision tech are companies offering DLP printers optimized
for dental applications. These printers cost in the range of $6,000 to
$25,000.
mSLA-masked LCD stereolithog-
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raphyI is the next subclass of the vat
photopolymerization approach (Figure 4). A liquid crystal display (LCD)
masks the UV light going through the
display to cast a slice of printed object on the membrane. This subclass
of printers has been significantly improved in the last two years. The efficiency of the LCD to cast a clear image on the membrane impacts the
quality of a print in mSLA printers.
Specifically, the quality of light shining on an LCD and how the display
filters the UV light are the two essential factors contributing to the quality
of a print with an mSLA/LCD printer.
Earlier LCD printers had one LED
light and a funnel guiding the light
through the LCD and on the membrane. In these printers, the quality of
light hitting the membrane to polymerize the resin was inconsistent —
the UV light dissipated around the
edge of the membrane. Therefore,
parts printed around the edge of the
printer compared to the center of the
build plate showed poor quality. To
overcome this issue, the next generation of light sources was a series of
LEDs called paraLED. Building a multiple source of light maintains a consistent light across the membrane.
The second generation of paraLED
improved this one step more. All new
mSLA printers on the market use
paraLEDs.
The second part of mSLA printers
that has been rapidly changing is the
characteristics of LCDs. As alluded to
earlier, specs of an LCD dictate how it
filters the UV light, hence the quality
of a print. The XY resolution and type
of LCDs are the two main characteristics of an LCD that has been significantly evolving in the last year.
The pixel size and dimension of an
LCD defines the XY resolution of an
LCD. Large 4K LCDs have a relatively
smaller XY dimension compared to
small-size 2K LCDs. For example, the
Sonic mini 2K with a 5.5-inch LCD has
an XY resolution of 62.5 micron compared to sonic mini 4K with a 6.1-inch

LCD at an XY of 35 micron. In other
words, a larger LCD with the 4K technology would have a smaller XY resolution compared to a smaller LCD at
2K. Smaller pixel size helps with a
sharper image and higher details of
printed parts. Small pixel size is often
useful for 3D printing smaller detailed
parts like a temporary crown. Considering 2K vs 4K printers, one should
toggle between the size of LCDs (5.5
inch vs. 8.9 inch) and the pixel size
(2K vs 4K) to identify the ideal XY

resolution based on the application
of choice. Smaller pixels come with
higher details at the expense of higher intensity of light requirements,
which could impact the print time.
The relationships between these parameters are not linear — a change in
one factor indirectly impacts others.
mSLA printers started with full-color LCDs that have the three colors of
red, green (RGB) and blue. The monochrome LCDs were introduced to
(Continued on Page 44)

Figure 4 — The primary components of an SLA-DLP 3D
printer. Depiction is diagrammatic only.
(Copyright © T. Hart.)
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mSLA printing with the notion of improving UV light absorption by RGB
pixels. The idea of using monochrome
LCDs is to have a better quality of light
projected on the membrane at a shorter duration, hoping to improve the
quality of details in a printed part as
well as to reduce print time. Most
monochrome mSLA printers mostly
delivered on this promise. Nonetheless, the polymerization process of
resins designed for full-color LCDs
haven’t been fully transferred. Companies are taking the initiative to design
a series of new resins that are optimized for 4K monochrome mSLA printers. All of these efforts make the next
five years of mSLA printers promising.

Conclusion

The term “3D printing” encompasses a diverse universe of physical and
chemical processes, all of which have
in common the concept of creating 3D
objects by depositing materials on a

platform or a locus in space. Additive
applications that benefit dentistry exist in both the industrial and the local,
desktop realms of manufacturing.
The next article in this issue, starting on Page 46, will address the actual
applications that you, the dental clinician or laboratory technician, can add
to your portfolio of services as you
consider engaging in this rapidly expanding technology. 
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Applications of Desktop 3D
Printing in the Dental Office
By Timothy Hart, DDS, MS, and Rooz Khosravi, DMD, PhD

T

he field of dentistry has enjoyed the benefits of in-office digital subtractive manufacturing since the introduction of the CEREC system in 1985.1 Now, more than
35 years later, a gateway to a diverse universe of in-house
applications for the clinical dentist and laboratory technician has been opened through the introduction of highresolution 3D printers by Formlabs, Sprintray (Los Angeles, Calif., USA), and others all costing well under $7,500
for the printer and associated equipment (ecosystem).
The original digital workflow devised by Dr. Mormann2
can now be applied across a broad spectrum of data acquisition and additive fabrication within a small business.

The digital workflow

In the past, fabrication of restorations and dental appliances has been in the “analog realm,” meaning that the
creation of a final product was based on manual application of a material, followed by trial, error, and adjustment
of a physical item on a gypsum product model. This approach is being progressively supplanted by the digital
workflow (see box below), which follows a consistent sequence of acquisition, design, data transfer, and fabrication across multiple platforms and varying end products.

The Digital Workflow
Data acquisition
Information for a case is gathered through 3D radiography
and 3D optical scanning, the latter of which can be intraorally
acquired or can be derived from scanning plaster models or
impressions that originated from the physical world.

subtraction of arrays of holes in order to enhance retention. An
excellent example of this approach can be found in the publicly
available ZirkonZahn custom tray application.

Design
The end product is designed utilizing a combination of
Computer Aided Design (CAD) approaches:
n Free-form CAD: The most common form of digital
design in dentistry. It involves shaping on-screen
representations of the end products, like using a mouse to pull
“handles” on the screen image of a crown or abutment until
the contours are ideal. Well-known applications such as
3Shape (3Shape A/S, Denmark) and Exocad (Exocad,
GmBG, Germany) utilize this approach.
n Parametric CAD: Design based on numerical values,
such as an implant length and diameter. Most engineering
software, as well as surgical design applications such as
coDiagnostix, NobelClinician, and BlueSkyBio, utilize
parametric CAD.

Data transfer
The finished design is stored in a digital file that can be
transmitted electronically to the fabricating device.
Commercially, such files come in three forms:
n Proprietary: Often called “closed system,” the design
file data can only be utilized by one manufacturer’s devices.
In the extreme form of a closed system, the manufacturing can
only be accomplished at a specific company’s manufacturing
facility and shipped back to the client.
n Licensed open source: The design file is encrypted by
the CAD program and is translated into an open file after a
“per case” fee is assessed.
n Open source: The 3D output file is immediately usable
by a fabricating device. In dentistry, a common form of file
used is a Standard Tessellation Language (STL) file. Note that
“STL” is commonly referred to as a “stereolithography” file.
That is a misconception.

Parts aggregation
Features of a design can be altered by addition or subtraction
of pre-designed parts. Designing of a custom tray, for example,
involves the addition of a pre-defined handle, as well as the

Fabrication
Finally, the end product, restoration, or dental device, is
produced digitally by either subtractive fabrication (milling) or
additive fabrication (3D printing).
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DENTAL RESTORATIVE AND APPLIANCE DESKTOP 3D PRINTING
We have seen that the process of additive fabrication
encompasses several divergent technologies. While suitable for dental applications, 3D printing applications
such as selective laser sintering and melting (SLS/SLM)
and jetted photopolymer (PJ) are more appropriate for
high-volume commercial establishments that are physically larger than a small scale dental office.
Presently, due to resolution and materials improvements, reductions in footprint, and lower costs of acquisition, the utilization of desktop 3D printing technologies
has become both feasible and desirable in the dental office. This is especially true of vat photopolymerization
3D printers and, to a lesser extent, materials extrusion
printers. Originally, vat polymerization 3D printers operated “right side up,” meaning that the print platform was
submerged just under the surface of the photo-resin and
it lowered itself with each layer increment. Such machines were necessarily expensive and suffered from
high maintenance demands since much of the mechanical components had to be either sealed or operate submerged in the resin. In the early 2000s SLA 3D printers
were designed with the build platform positioned upside
down above the vat and dipped into the resin to accomplish layer incrementation. Additionally, Formlabs (Cambridge, Mass., USA) patented low cost high resolution galvanometers to direct the laser beam.4 These two
advancements rendered the genre of “desktop 3D printing” a practicality. Desktop 3D printing is rapidly becoming a workhorse in the dental office and small dental laboratory. There are dozens of applications that are possible,
and they are discussed below.

Implant surgical guides

During the early days of additive fabrication, the moniker for this technology was “rapid prototyping.” Objects
produced were accurate but lacked usable functional
strength; they were especially weak in the Z-axis due to
poor layer-to-layer adhesion. Among the 3D printing technologies at that time, vat photopolymerization offered
the greatest promise for end-product strength, given its
superior layer-to-layer bonding. Unquestionably the first
global end-use application of 3D printing utilized commercial SLA-laser, and dentistry was its initial beneficiary. The fabrication of implant surgical guides based on
volumetric data from spiral computed tomography (CT)
scans embodied the dawn of 3D printing in dentistry.5
The development of implant surgical CAD could not
have occurred without the advent of CT, cone beam CT
(CBCT), and dental imaging software. Early rendering
software applications, like Dentascan in the late 1980s
and early 1990s, offered 3D visualization of dental structures and potential implant sites but offered no direct
connection to proposed implant positions. In 1993, CoJOURNAL OF THE MICHIGAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION • MAY 2021

lumbia Scientific (Columbia, Md., USA) developed the
concept of virtual placement of implants in a dental CAD
environment.6 Soon after, Materialize purchased Columbia Scientific and the rights to its “Sim/Plant” software.
The name was changed to Simplant Surgiguide, and its
capabilities and graphical user interface (GUI) were enhanced and refined.7
Materialize was joined in this market by similar surgical planning applications such as NobelGuide (Nobel Biocare, Gothenburg, Sweden) and InVivo (Anatomage, San
Jose, Calif., USA). The workflow of these platforms had
one aspect in common: The 3D printed surgical guide
that was designed was exported in a proprietary format
that obligated the user to delegate the production (3D
printing) of the guide to the hosting company.
The origination of desktop 3D printing in the early
2000s provided the dental laboratory or dental office the
ability to fabricate appliances locally, providing potential
savings in both cost and time. This required that the surgical planning software export an open-source printable
file. In 2009, Blue Sky Bio (Libertyville, Ill., USA) released
Blue Sky Plan, a surgical guide application with open licensed STL output.8 CoDiagnostix (Dental Wings, Montreal, QE, Canada), and Implant Studio (3Shape, Copenhagen, Denmark) followed soon after with their surgical
planning applications using licensed open-source printable files that could be used for local production of surgical guides. With the combination of open-source design
and cost-effective desktop 3D printers, today’s implant
clinicians now have the ability to efficiently deliver extremely high quality and precision to their patients (Figure 1).
(Continued on Page 48)

Figure 1

SLA-laser printed surgical guide, 100 micron resolution.
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Figure 2

Medical models

The technologies of in-office Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) and desktop 3D printing have made locally derived implant surgical guides possible. Additionally, this combination of CBCT and 3D printing has
created an often-overlooked capability, and that is the
realm of medical model creation. The clinician or radiologist has the ability to isolate a specific region of the patient’s anatomy and convert it into a 3D printable file.
This process is called segmentation and it represents a
paradigm shift that is not often appreciated in the dental
3D printing community. Surgical rehearsal, pre-surgical
fabrication of bone braces, pre-surgical barrier mesh fabrication, and patient demonstration models are all important examples of 3D printed medical modeling applicable
to the practice of dentistry.

Surgical rehearsal

3D angular and rectilinear deviation of implant positions
(credit: Dr. Arndt Guentsch).

Figure 3

Surgical rehearsal enabled by digitally printed models
allows the clinician to examine the structures and nuances of an area of interest before surgery, improving care
outcomes. 3D-printed segmentations also have an important role in research, allowing in vitro procedures to be
repeatedly performed on the same anatomical structure.
One such study 9 was used to assess the extent of threedimensional variability when evaluating the spatial trueness of CBCT planned implants to the actual placement
when utilizing either a fully guided approach or a pilot
drill guide (Figure 2). In the study, Guentsch, et al. printed 100 identical mandibles. This allowed the researchers

Figure 4

Mandible segmented
in software

Area of interest on
SLA-laser 3D printed
bone model

3D angular and rectilinear deviation of implant positions
(credit: Dr. Arndt Guentsch).
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81-year-old male with a cystic impacted #32. A supportive fixation plate is indicated to prevent pathological
fracture. Segmentation from CBCT software is exported
in STL format, then printed in SLA-laser.
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to perform rehearsal surgery repetitively (20x) for five
different protocols: fully guided surgery at prolongations
of 2 mm, 4 mm, and 6 mm (Figure 3), as well partially
guided (“computer assisted” pilot guide) at 2 mm prolongation, and finally totally freehand placement. As would
be expected, the fully guided procedures at the shortest
prolongation (2 mm) resulted in the highest degree of accuracy and precision (“trueness”). What is unique about
this study, and what exemplifies the expanded capabilities provided by 3D-printed rehearsal models, is that
each experimental group had a population of 20 (N=20); a
feat that would not be possible without access to additive
manufacturing technology.

Customized fixation plate fabrication

Creation of a medical model of the patient’s bony or
soft tissue structures provides the clinician with an opportunity to prefabricate templates or verify supportive
appliances prior to a surgical procedure. In the case of a
fracture, a customized fixation plate can be manually fabricated pre-surgically or designed in CAD and submitted
for milling (Figures 4, 5). Such a structure dramatically
improves the distribution of forces between the fractured fragments compared to real-time fabricated traditional fixation plates.10 Furthermore, with the surgeon relieved of the need to fabricate a fixation plate in “real-time”
during surgery, outcomes are improved by the patient enduring less time in the operating room and less aggressive reflection of flaps.

Figure 6a

PA radiograph of lesion.

Indirect barrier fabrication for BMP grafting

Bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) grafting is an extremely effective modality for vertical augmentation of
bone, especially in instances of trauma or removal of
neoplasms (Figures 6a, 6b). This procedure requires a robust barrier, both mechanical and membranous, to assure its success and predictability. Fabrication of a barrier structure for this purpose can be difficult to
accomplish during surgery and requires significant extra
time and aggressive flap creation. An imaged area of in(Continued on Page 50)

Figure 5

Verification of a Materialize milled fixation plate on
locally 3D printed model.

Figure 6b

CBCT shows extent of lesion, diagnosed as a giant cell granuloma.
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terest can be isolated and segmented prior to surgery,
forming a seoarate, exportable STL file (Figure 7). The 3D
printing of the segmentation of a defect’s volume, along
with its adjacent bone and dental structures, gives the
clinician dry, fully accurate access to the patient’s future
surgical site (Figure 8). With such a model in hand, the
surgeon can leisurely pre-fabricate a titanium barrier
mesh with total precision (Figure 8). This results in a procedure characterized by a less aggressive flap, shorter

operating time, conservation of expensive grafting media
(Figures 9, 10), and a predictable result (Figure 11).

Dental models

Gypsum-based dental models have been a staple in
the practice of dentistry for centuries. The introduction
of desktop 3D printed models has resulted in more accurate extraoral representations of the patient’s oral structures,11 as well as a significantly “cleaner” look for patient

Figure 7

Figure 8

3D printed model of the segmented
defect. Surface texture variations in the
bone and teeth are due to CBCT
artifacts being converted to .STL format
in addition to the main segmentation.

3D CBCT of the defect and the STL medical model segmentation.

Figure 9

Figure x+5

Surgical exposure of the defect.
Titanium barrier mesh fabricated on 3D printed model.
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presentation purposes (Figure 12). Furthermore, resin
models are stronger and better withstand subsequent
fabrication procedures such as vacuum thermoforming.
When the fitting of fixed prosthodontic units is the
goal, a vat photopolymerization printer is the most desirable, due to its typically higher resolution of 25 microns
(Figure 13).
However, fused deposition modeling (FDM) models
can be convenient and inexpensive alternatives when
used for the purpose of hand adjusting appliances or
manual trial wax-ups (Figure 14). Another advantage of
FDM, specifically extruded polyacrylic acid (PLA), is its
(Continued on Page 52)

Figure 10

Figure 11
Pre-fabricated titanium barrier in place.

Figure 12

Four months post-operative augmented ridge. (Surgical credit: Dr. Phil Hawkins, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.)

SLA-laser 3D printed surgical guides fitted to FDM 3D printed
models.

Figure 13
Figure 14

SLA-laser 3D printed surgical guide fitted to SLA model. Note
the higher level of detail and lack of horizontal striations
compared to the FDM models in Figures 2 and 4).
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FDM models, still on the 3D printer’s build platform.
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higher surface energy and dissimilarity to photo resin
polymers. Direct fabrication of acrylic appliances (polymethyl methacrylate, bis-acryls, etc.) is less problematic
on PLA 3D prints, since these materials do not tend to
bond to the model, as is the case with photo-resin printed models.
Increasingly, dentists are engaging in intraoral digital

Figure 15

optical scanning, and often restorations can be made
with a purely “model-less” workflow. However, there are
many instances in which a case is initiated with a digital
workflow, but intermediate steps are needed in the extraoral analog environment. Such case necessities can range
from a three-unit interproximal contact verification model for a single crown up to printed models for full arch reconstructions involving both natural teeth and implants.
Additive fabrication plays a significant role in these “analog interludes” of the digital workflow, because desktop
3D printing is local and much less expensive than the
commercial alternative of subtractive fabrication of models made of milled resin.

Custom trays

FDM implant custom tray at try-in.

Figure 16

Final implant impression using SLA-laser printed custom tray.
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Custom impression trays represent often-overlooked
tools while providing our patients with quality dental
outcomes. When performing fully edentulous and partially edentulous impression procedures, custom trays produce greater accuracy than stock trays.12 The use of custom trays is perhaps not as ubiquitous as it should be due
to the time and expense of fabricating these appliances.
Currently, there are free and low-cost custom design applications available to the practitioner (specifics of which
will be discussed in a future article). It has been demonstrated that 3D printed custom trays are actually superi-

Figure 17

3D printed temporary dentures immediately after printing
and before post processing.
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or to hand made custom trays in maintaining a uniform
thickness of impression material.13 Having a desktop 3D
printer available not only makes it extremely easy to utilize custom trays in your workflow (Figure 15), but it also
provides greater accuracy than trays that you may have
used in the past.
When engaging the open tray implant impression technique, significant chair time can be saved by building in
the implant access openings before the tray is even produced (Figure 16).
Consider the design and creation of custom trays as an
excellent initial application of additive fabrication technology in your office. Rather than relying on wax layers,
tray offsets are extremely precise, as are other tray components such as retention holes and tissue stops. Furthermore, the workflow is substantially quicker than
manually forming acrylic followed by creating retentive
elements.
Finally, of all the dental applications that can be accomplished with 3D printing, custom tray fabrication is
well-suited to FDM production. Not only are thermal extrusion printers less expensive than vat polymerization
units, the thermo-resin is also surprisingly low in cost.
Creating a custom tray using FDM requires as little as five
minutes of design time and one minute of post processing, with extremely minimal materials cost. Polyethylene
terephthalate glycol (PETg) is the typical thermal extrusion resin used for a custom tray, since it is FDA-certified
as food safe. The typical custom tray utilizes 15 ml of resin. At PEGg’s density of 1.83 gm/cm3 and a cost of $0.04/
gm, the materials cost of an FDM printed custom tray is a
remarkably inexpensive 83 cents!

Digital dentures

The concept of “digital dentures” has been gaining
popularity in removable prosthodontics.14 Conventional
molded and injection molded denture bases suffer from
thermal and polymerization distortion. Both digital processes of manufacturing (milling or 3D printing) offer advantages over molding in terms of stability and monomer
release. From the perspective of market share, the majority of fully removable prostheses produced using a digital
workflow involves commercial teeth set in a commercially milled pre-polymerized base. This is not surprising, in
that a room temperature puck milled to high resolution
provides for no distortion and little possibility of monomer release. Milled denture bases are still the standard
of care for “digital dentures,” but that is beginning to
change. Desktop 3D printing of denture prosthetics has a
role in removable prosthetics (Figure 17).
Formlabs and Sprintray, two major manufacturers of
desktop 3D printers, have both significantly increased
their portfolios of denture teeth and denture base 3D
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printing resins. Furthermore, there exists a compelling
analog/digital workflow in which the denture is digitally
designed, try-in is accomplished on a 3D printed baseplate, then the final prosthesis is manufactured using
standard injection molding.

3D PRINTING AND
ORTHODONTIC APPLIANCES
Clear retainers

Vacuum thermoforming invisible retainers were introduced by Robert Ponitz in 1971.15 He used the concepts to
fabricate a positioner appliance developed by Kesling in
1945.16 The equipment and materials used to fabricate invisible retainers (currently known as clear retainers)
have drastically changed. Most of the changes prior to
utilization of 3D printing technology in fabricating clear
retainers were in the design of vacuum thermoforming
units (positive vs. negative pressure) and types of plastic
— copolymers, PETG, or polyurethane plastics. Introduction of fast-set gypsum and alginate impression materials
significantly sped up this process. One can fabricate a
clear retainer using the conventional approach of alginate impression, stone model fabrication, and positive
pressure thermoforming in about 30 minutes.
3D printing has changed the fabrication of clear retainers yet another time. The ability to reuse a 3D printed
dental model for fabrication of more retainers is the main
drive trending this method. Additionally, higher accuracy and details in 3D printed models partly leads to a better-fit retainer. All of these advantages come at the expense of higher cost of fabrication as well as slight
increase in fabrication time.
One can reason that with advancement in 3D printing
resins, direct print fabrication of clear retainers is not far
to achieve.

Clear aligners

Incremental tooth movement with plastic started with
the introduction of invisible retainers. Ponitiz in his methodology publication suggested a wax-up setup to slightly
move the teeth of interest prior to thermoforming the retainer. This was the earlier approach to move teeth with
clear plastic trays. In 1999, Zia Chishti combined the
available at the time CAD/CAM technology with the available reset retainer technique to move teeth for a longer
distance.17 This was the inception of a mass scale clear
aligner therapy. Fast forward to 2021: Align technology
along with multiple other companies such as Dentsply
(Continued on Page 54)
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Sirona, Clear Correct, Ormco, and uLab systems offer
various packages of aligner appliances. These aligner appliances differ in features (e.g., attachments), type of
plastic, location of the trimline, and the digital software
used to move teeth.
A trend of adapting an in-house aligner system has
been initiated in the last four years, mostly by orthodontists but to some degree by general dentists. Relatively
plug-and-play desktop 3D printers, access to efficient
plastic to move teeth, and software platforms offering a
simple solution for aligner therapy are a few core factors
helping with implementation of an in-house aligner in
more practices (Figure 18).
Some practitioners are holding back on implementing
an in-house aligner system with the hope for direct printing aligners in their clinic. This approach of directly fabricating aligners is enticing, yet the few available resins in
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the R&D phase haven’t shown promising data when compared with the properties of thermoforming plastics (single and multiple layers plastics). The quest for the resin
to offer similar mechanical properties as thermoforming
plastics continues.
Alternatively, one can argue that the next generation
of 3D-printed appliances in orthodontics is not going to
be an aligner. Aligners per se are one of the less efficient
appliances in orthodontics, with a 100-200 micron tooth
movement range. It is not hard to imagine that a 3D printed appliance that delivers forces for a longer period of
time as a function of design, photo modulation, or temperature would be a more attractive paradigm shift in orthodontics. The Brius appliance (a personalized wiretype appliance bonded on the lingual surfaces of the
teeth) is the closest appliance to this idea.18

Figure 18: In-house clear aligners

Figure 19: Indirect bonding

Fabricating aligners in-house is trending among
orthodontists and dentists. This system has pros and cons
similar to an aligner system manufactured by labs or
companies. In-house aligners can be more customized
based on the needs of the patient. These photos represent
an aligner fabricated using a 3D model on a SprintRay Pro
with Die and Tan 2 resin. The plastic used was a Zendura
FLX and the aligner was cut with the uCountour trimming
unit designed and manufactured by uLab systems.

Indirect bonding (IDB). Orthodontists are using two
approaches to integrate 3D printing into IDB. One can use 3D
printed models, yet fabricate an IDB tray based on the
conventional approach. In this method, a silicon base
separating agent is used to prevent a strong bonding of the
padding adhesive to the 3D printed models.
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Indirect bonding tray

Bonding brackets on the teeth using a transfer tray has
been common in orthodontics. Traditionally, the brackets are bonded on a marked dental model using a chemical or light cure adhesive. The transfer tray then is fabricated using a PVS material or polymer plastics with the
brackets positioned ideally on the model. With the expansion of digital technology in orthodontics, attempts
have been made to digitize this process.
Using a digital platform and 3D printing, one can opt
for three different approaches to position the brackets
digitally and transfer them to the patient’s mouth:
n The models are 3D printed and the rest of the workflow will be similar to the traditional approach (Figure
19). To avoid strong bonding of the adhesive to the 3D
printed models, silicone separating agents are used.
n A blocked-out version of brackets are modeled in
the digital software and fused to the mesh dental model.
The 3D printed model of teeth with a bracket-like add-on
will be used to create the tray — vacuum thermoforming
or silicone molding. Brackets are then positioned in the
dedicated slots in silicone mold or thermoformed plastic.
The biggest challenge is digitally designing the bracket
housing, which allows precision and a stable position of
the bracket in the tray.
n The transfer tray is digitally fabricated and then 3D
printed (Figure 20). Brackets are then placed in the 3Dprinted transfer tray. Earlier resins to fabricate IDB trays
came with challenges including poor smell, higher-thanrequired fragility, and complex printing processes. Newer generations of IDB (in-direct bonding) 3D printing resins are slowly resolving these issues.

Figure 20

This photo shows a 3D-printed tray that is delivering KLOWEN
brackets to a patient. This approach is an alternative to the
method presented in Figure 19. In this system, the tray is
directly printed.
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Patient education models

A common phrase in our society is “a picture is worth
a thousand words.” We would like to suggest an extension
to this concept by stating that “a 3D model is worth a million words.” Patients respond better to visual information
than to the spoken word. Traditionally, “visual information” is understood to describe images on paper or on an
electronic screen. Most such images are actually projections of three-dimensional entities onto a plane. However, since we exist in an environment that is described by
at least three dimensions, it stands to reason that if we
interact with our patients by demonstrating treatment
concepts in 3D, the communicative bond between dentist
and patient is optimal. 3D printing provides this enriched
medium of communication. The ability to evaluate a model of existing conditions or proposed treatment by holding it in one’s hands understandably increases the patient’s conceptualization of treatment.
In the prior example of the 80-year-old patient who
had a cystic #32 in his otherwise edentulous mandible,
the printed mandibular segmentation not only was used
in the fabrication of a fixation plate, it was used as an educational medical model during case presentation, facilitating the patient’s understanding of the risks inherent in
non-treatment.

EMERGENCY PERSONAL
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
During the first surge of the COVID-19 pandemic of
2020-21, the sudden increase in demand for PPE and related supplies caused severe shortages as the health care
industry struggled to produce significantly larger quantities of product. Mitigating such shortages by producing
supplies locally with desktop additive manufacturing created an excellent opportunity for this technology to demonstrate its ability to quickly address national and global
manufacturing shortages.19 As the pandemic surged in
the United States, the U.S. Department of Human and
Health Services as well as the Food and Drug Administration relaxed regulatory and liability constraints for local
additive manufacturing to facilitate addressing the need
for PPE.20 Three examples of desktop 3D printing stepping in to help with the pandemic are production of face
masks,21 face shields, and testing swabs.

Face masks

Early in the pandemic, the most immediate shortage
involved face masks. The CDC published relaxed requirements for “Do It Yourself” “crisis” face masks, stipulating
(Continued on Page 56)
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Figure 21

Figure 22

Crisis Mask: Example of using multiple 3DP materials
FDM: PLA @ .25mm Z
FDM: PLA @ .25mm Z
FDM: Nylon
@ .385mm Z

FDM: PETG @ .25mm Z

FDM
mask,
(Bolts printed
inside) SLA:
SLA face interface open source, filtration components designed by T.
Hart.
The
face interface
is FDM printed nylon, but later models utilized injection
Resin
@ .10mm
Z
molding by Spark R&D, Billings, Montana, for superior fit and comfort.
Legend:
FDM = Fused Deposition Molding (e.g. Prusa, Makerbot, etc.)
SLA = Stereolithography (e.g. Formlabs Form 3, SprintRay, etc.)
PLA = Poly Acrylic Acid
PETG = Polyethylene terephthalate glycol=modified
Z = Layer height (i.e. vertical resolution)

FDM printed mask, face interface open source, filtration components designed by
T. Hart. The face interface is FDM printed nylon, but later models utilized injection
molding by Spark R&D, Billings, Montana, for superior fit and comfort.

Figure 23

3

Fitting of MERV 16 furnace filter material
to the filtration cartridge.

the most efficacious DIY approach
would involve 3D printing. (Note: As
of this writing, PPE supplies have recovered, and the CDC has withdrawn
DIY mask recommendations; they
may be reinstated if and when PPE
supplies return to a condition of
stress). In response to this need, a
myriad of open source STL files for
printable mask components appeared
on the internet. In order to improve facial seal and comfort, a ski equipment
manufacturer (Spark R&D, Bozeman,
Mont., www.sparkrandd.com), offered
an injection-molded elastomeric facial interface for the open source
“Montana Mask” (Figures 21 and 22).
This use of a parts aggregation approach combined the best of both
worlds: high volume component manufacturing coupled with locally produced, customizable, and upgradable
filtration components. As of Jan. 5,
2021, 47,428 such mask components
have been produced.

Face shield frames and
COVID-19 test swabs
Alexandre Chappel, Oslo, Norway, demonstrating his FDM high volume printed
face shield frames. (Photo: Alexandre Chappel.)
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Two other areas where private
parties and small manufacturers
came to the rescue during the early
days of the COVID-19 pandemic involved the 3D printing of face shield
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frames and nasopharyngeal swabs,
both of which were in extremely
short supply at the time.
In both cases, the design considerations for the needed components
not only involved the usability of the
item, but also took into consideration
the leveraging of additive manufacturing. To that end, components were
designed to be printed in high quantity within the printers’ build volumes, as well as the arraying of multiple 3D printers in one facility,
forming a “print farm.”
Due to its straightforward design
constraints, the frame that retains
the clear barrier of a protective face
shield is well-suited for 3D printing.
In order to satisfy early demand for
frames, it was necessary to incorporate high volume print capability into
the design. Alexandre Chappel, an industrial designer in Oslo, Norway, designed a popular, versatile, and highvolume 3D printable frame and
released it worldwide for local manufacturing22 (Figure 23).
Addressing the shortage of sufficient supplies for COVID-19 lab testing was also a significant issue early
in the pandemic, with the lack of the
tall, narrow nasopharyngeal swabs
needed to perform efficacious COVID-19 testing. To address the shortfall
in swab components, the University
of South Florida (USF) and Northwell
Health worked together to design 3Dprintable nasopharyngeal swabs.23
Formlabs Inc. (Somerville, Mass.) facilitated the availability of the swab
by helping qualified users gain access to the STL files via USF, as well
as creating its own manufacturing
print farm to increase the production
and availability of the swabs (Figure
24). The swabs were printed using
Formlabs Surgical Guide Resin, a dental resin that is biocompatible.24 FDA
compliance was not a barrier because Formlabs already had a registered device facility and the required
quality management system for these
Class I medical devices.

Figure 24

SLA-laser-printed COVID-19 nasopharyngeal swabs. From left to right: full production
run of nasopharyngeal swabs on a Form 3B build platform, nasopharyngeal swab
prototypes, view of array of swabs in Preform, Formlabs’ nesting software for
printing. (Photo: Formlabs, Formlabs Inc., Somerville, Mass.)

Conclusion

The role of additive manufacturing
in dentistry is literally expanding by
the month. Such applications as
smile design, custom bone grafts,
and bioprinting/roboprinting, while
beyond the scope of this article, are
3D printing protocols that are establishing their presence in clinical practice.
Previously, we indicated how the
relatively low cost of 3D printers
makes this technology within easy
reach of the dental practitioner and
commercial laboratory. In a forthcoming article in this series, we will
discuss options for engaging this
technology in your practice. We will
also offer guidance toward no-cost
and low-cost software and services
that will help you leverage the equipment towards the goal providing
your patients with a greater variety
of clinical services. 
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New MDA President
Dr. Mike Maihofer: “Don’t Ever
Give Up on Your Dreams”
Interview by Chris Smiley, DDS, and Dave Foe, MA, CDE

M

ike Maihofer is a familiar
name and face to most members of the MDA. After a number of positions with Macomb District, he served as MDA editor,
chaired the MDA Peer Review/Ethics
committee, wrote an ethics column in
the Journal, and was a member of the
MDA Board of Trustees. Last month
at the virtual MDA House of Delegates
he began yet another chapter in his
service to Michigan dentistry, becoming MDA president for the 2021-22 administrative year.
Mike Maihofer is not a man to seek
the spotlight, but he’s fiercely committed to the profession of dentistry
and the MDA. In this issue, we present an interview with him that I hope
will shed light on where he’s been,
where he’s at, and what his hopes are
for the MDA and the future.
Smiley: Congratulations on your
new position as MDA president. Now
that you’ve begun your term, what
are your goals for the upcoming administrative year?
Maihofer: Thank you, Chris, and
thanks for this interview. As MDA
president, my top goal is to facilitate
our MDA’s mission to help all members succeed. Whatever agenda or
goal our membership identifies as fulfilling that mission is what I am committed to advance. Having served on
our House of Delegates and on many
MDA committees throughout the
years, I have a great deal of confidence in our members’ abilities to assist the Board in setting a meaningful
agenda.
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But if you want specifics, I’d say
the thing I’m most excited about is
our new Committee on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion. It’s something
we’ve been working on over the past
year and is now coming to fruition.
We’ve put together a great group of
MDA members from diverse ethnic,
gender, and practice backgrounds
who are committed to having their
voice heard. The purpose of this committee is to help guide us in ensuring
that our membership, our committees, and our Board begin to reflect
the diversity of all of Michigan’s dentists. We can’t legitimately say we
represent Michigan dentistry if our
membership and our leadership
doesn’t reflect that diversity.
I also believe the MDA needs to examine its policy concerning dental licensure in Michigan. Many years ago,
the ADA adopted policy supporting
the elimination of human patients in
state’s clinical licensure examination
process. The MDA has never adequately addressed this, and I believe that
now might be the time. The increasing
ethical concerns surrounding the use
of human patients in state licensing exams, in addition to all the new high
tech simulation modalities for verifying clinical competence, make this a
topic that’s ripe for discussion.
Smiley: Of course we’re still dealing with COVID-19 after more than a
year. You just spoke of helping member dentists succeed. How can the
MDA continue to help dentists succeed
as we recover from the pandemic?
Maihofer: Chris, I’m proud of the
way our association has responded
to the pandemic. When the shutdown
orders were given, the MDA staff was
able to seamlessly transition from
working at the MDA headquarters in
Okemos to working individually and
efficiently in their homes. They never
lost a beat, and continue to offer their
outstanding support and services to
our members. Most of them are still
working at home. We’ve all been able
to adopt to our new virtual world,

which has allowed us to keep in touch
with all our committees as well as
our component leadership. We’ve
successfully hosted a variety of pertinent CE offerings online, including
this year’s Annual Session, and will
continue to do so. Additionally, our
marketing department continues to
push out great information and resources our members can use to reinforce our public message that a return to dentistry is safe and important
for our patients’ oral health.

We have to
continually be open to
new ideas, new ways
of doing things, that
will help all of our
members succeed.
The only constant in
life is change. It’s time
to keep moving.
I also believe that all the education
and advice we offered to the Michigan
Department of Health and Human Services really helped enable dentistry to
be recognized as essential health
care. It was very important. We were
able to prove that dentistry had all the
proper protocols in place for both patients and employees to safely return
to our offices. As a result, it’s now
much less likely that dentistry would
be asked to close down again should
there be another big statewide surge
in COVID-19 infections.
Smiley: What are some other top
challenges the profession in Michigan is facing right now?
Maihofer: One of the challenges
we’re facing right now is learning to
adapt to the new normal. We’re all
hoping the pandemic comes to an
end, that we reach herd immunity, and
that there’s less reason for fear and
uncertainty. We’re getting there. Nev-
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ertheless, I have little doubt that most
dental offices will continue to observe
many of the new protocols that were
initiated during the pandemic, and
that’s going to continue to affect their
bottom line due to the lack of availability and costs of PPE. Dentists may
also have to deal with some continuing patient hesitancy in returning to
their offices. It may take a little more
time before patient flow and full practice economic recovery is achieved.
But I’m confident it will get there. I’m
confident because dentistry has always been strong and resilient. As a
profession we’ve already weathered
so much. I remember practicing during the AIDS crisis and how that forced
our profession to change and adapt.
There was fear and uncertainty and
additional costs and new protocols.
But there again, guided by science, we
successfully met the challenge and
came out a stronger profession.
Smiley: You first joined the MDA
Board 20 years ago as MDA editor. As
we’ve discussed, the MDA mission is
“to help members succeed.” Can you
give examples of how the MDA has
helped members address change
over the years to help them succeed?
Maihofer: It’s true, I first joined the
Board in 2000 as MDA editor, 21 years
ago. Even back then our priority was
giving members useful information
and services that would help them
succeed. That meant getting information and communication out faster
and fresher than ever before. We began by changing the frequency of
publication of the MDA Journal from
nine times a year to 12. We initiated
an MDA website full of useful member
information — something that’s now
grown by leaps and bounds. Our
Committee on Continuing Education
initiated both a summer and winter
CE series in addition to our already
great Annual Session to provide even
more CE opportunities for members
to take advantage of.
In terms of the public, back then
(Continued on Page 62)
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the focus of our statewide marketing
campaign to the public was through
television and radio advertising. Today, with younger decision-makers so
intimately tied to digital media, we’ve
successfully changed our focus to
digital to reach even more potential
patients and gain more bang for our
members’ buck.
The entire world has gone to digital communication, and so have we.
We know how important it is to get
information and breaking news out to
members as quickly as possible. The
MDA now issues great regular email
communications to members, like the
MDA Journal eNews, Executive Director’s Update to our leadership, Delegates Digest to our House of Delegates, as well as a variety of
announcement
about
upcoming
MDA-sponsored CE opportunities.
We now have the ability, through periodic email surveys, to identify member’s preferences for legislative and
regulatory advocacy, as well as any

other needs they have from their association. I think it’s evident that our
association will never remain static,
but continue to evolve and change as
our members’ needs change.
Smiley: As you know I served on
the MDA Board in the 1990s, so I’ve
witnessed a lot of change as well.
For those who weren’t around, how
has dentistry, the practice of dentistry, changed since then?
Maihofer: Wow, has dentistry
changed! Where do I start? Certainly, a
lot of it is tied to technology. For many
years most of us replaced missing
teeth with partial dentures or fixed
bridges. When implant technology arrived, that changed everything. We
now have a great new restorative tool
that helps patients function better
than anything we could offer them in
the past. Restoring dental implants
was less stressful and more fulfilling
for me as an oral health care provider
and offered patients the best alterna-

150th celebration — Dr. Mike Maihofer and his wife, Denise, enjoyed a slice of the
MDA’s 150th birthday cake back in 2006. Maihofer chaired the 150th celebration.
Denise is a graphic designer who does the layout for several dental publications and
is a Board member of the American Association of Dental Editors and Journalists.
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tive for both esthetic and masticatory
function. Then there’s digital scanning. Many of us struggled early in our
careers with taking adequate crown
and bridge, partial, or even denture
impressions with a variety of messy,
expensive materials. The longer you
practiced, the more proficient you became, but they can still be a source of
stress. Today, dentists can employ
digital scanning technology and even
send their digital impression electronically to their dental lab, where the restoration can be fabricated by a milling
machine using CAD/CAM technology.
To many older dentists, like myself,
this almost seems like some sort of science fiction dream come true. But digital technology works, and allows many
to provide some pretty outstanding
restorative care. With the advent of all
the new 3D printers now available in
dentistry it will be exciting to see
where technology will take us.
Another way dental practice has
changed is in the variety of practice
styles. When I graduated and started
my practice, my dream was to be a
solo practitioner and own my own
practice. In fact, most of my classmates felt the same. They pursued
that practice model, too. There were
some large and small group practices
out there, but that never appealed to
me. I wanted to be master of my own
destiny and solely responsible for my
success or failure. Well, today the
solo practice model is slowly disappearing and being replaced by small
or large group models. Many younger practitioners — either by choice or
because of heavy dental school debt
— are choosing to join group models
or become employee dentists in dental franchise organizations.
And after practicing 41 years as a
solo practitioner, I can now see definite advantages to practicing in a
group environment. I would never belittle or question any dentist who
chooses that form of practice. Today
there are many practice options and
everyone has to find the one that best
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fits them. The main thing is, I try to
never forget that no matter how you
practice, we’re all in this profession
together, with the same common
goals and purpose.
Smiley: OK, here’s a question that’s
near and dear to my heart, for obvious reasons. Besides serving as MDA
editor, you also served as Macomb
editor and as editor for the Michigan
PFA. Plus, you’ve been president of
the American Association of Dental
Editors and Journalists. Could you
share your thoughts on the importance of dental journalism and what
it means for the profession?
Maihofer: Dental journalism is
something very close to my heart,
too. It’s not something that I ever
planned on or thought about when I
became a dentist. It all came about after simply answering a survey asking
whether I could assist with my component’s journal. The next thing I
knew I was appointed editor of the
Journal of the Macomb Dental Society,
and I remained its editor for the next
seven years. Back then there was tremendous support for dental journalism. Both the ADA and the American
Association of Dental Editors and
Journalists, as well as the MDA, put
on some pretty outstanding programs
for new and seasoned editors that allowed me to learn and grow, not only
as a writer and journalist, but as a
professional and a person. There is
no denying that dental journalism has
changed my life and allowed me to
grow in ways I never would have otherwise. It has been my entrée into all
the other roles I’ve been fortunate to
play in organized dentistry.
My involvement with the AADEJ afforded me the opportunity to interact
and share a common purpose with a
lot of other like-minded dental journalists from around the country. We
all believe in the importance and
power of communication, especially
in today’s world of media overload.
It’s said that one of the defining char-

Today there are many
practice options and
everyone has to find
the one that best fits
them. The main thing
is, I try to never forget
that no matter how
you practice, we’re all
in this profession
together, with the
same common goals
and purpose.
acteristics of any profession is that it
has its own journalism. Dental journalism is important because it’s a vital communication link between the
association and its members, serves
as historical reference, and enhances
and enriches our profession.
Smiley: Amen to that! Now, on another subject, you retired shortly
before the pandemic. What’s that
been like for you? What do you miss
about practicing dentistry?
Maihofer: I retired at the end of
2019 just about four months prior to
the beginning of the pandemic. After
41 years in private practice, I felt I
was ready for a change, to begin the
next phase of my life. It was a bit hard
at the beginning, I have to admit. As
much as you try to not to let your life
be defined by what you do, sometimes it’s difficult. Especially when
you’ve devoted your life to being a
health care professional dedicated to
helping others. I actually began considering dentistry as a career back in
high school, so my focus on getting
into dental school, becoming a dentist, and then actually practicing
spans about 49 years!
The emotions involved with retirement can be daunting. Initially I felt
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guilty — almost like I was giving up. I
knew I was still capable of doing the
work and helping my patients, and it
almost seemed selfish that I wanted
to quit. And because I didn’t own my
building and a lot of my dental equipment was out of date, I ended up donating or throwing out in the trash
some of what I’d used to make a living. That’s a pretty tough thing to
deal with. Of course, you worry about
your patients and their families, some
of whom were with me from the beginning. You wonder if they’ll be upset or feel you’ve abandoned them. I
was very fortunate to find a very capable practitioner, who I knew shared
my values, to purchase my practice,
and the transition has gone very well.
It sounds like a cliché, but it’s true.
I don’t really miss the work of doing
dentistry, but I miss the patients.
Many have been in my practice since
the early ’80s. Many of them are family and friends, relatives of patients,
or friends of patients who became my
patients. You listen to their stories,
they share their lives, and you share
yours. That’s the best part. I don’t
miss going in after hours to take care
of an emergency or worrying when I
go out of town about that patient in
temporaries. I no longer lose sleep
over when the furnace or the hole in
the roof will be repaired, or when the
snow will be removed, or when the
computer will get fixed.
But Chris, probably the best thing
that’s helped me through this transition has been my continued involvement with the MDA. It’s tough to leave
a profession that you love, but my
continuing work on the MDA Board,
and now as president, gives me an extraordinary opportunity to still stay
in touch and give back to that profession. I now have the time to wholeheartedly devote myself to the MDA,
and believe me, I’m ready.
Smiley: You’re not the only member of the Board of Trustees who’s
(Continued on Page 64)
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retired or at retirement age. How do
you assure that the Board’s actions
address the needs of members
across all stages of practice life?
Maihofer: You do it by listening. Really listening and attempting to understand. By putting yourself in another
member’s place and being empathetic. I’ve lived through all the different
stages of practice life. But that doesn’t
make me an expert. Certainly, the
challenges facing many of our new
dentists, and even many of our older
dentists, are dramatically different
from those I and many others have encountered. That’s why it’s so important that the makeup of all our committees, component officers, House of
Delegates, and Board of Trustees be
comprised of members from all stages
of practice life. Together, these members and their respective needs will
help direct our association’s agenda.
None of us on the Board can afford
to be stuck in a rut. That won’t work.
We have to continually be open to new
ideas, new ways of doing things, that
will help all of our members succeed.
The only constant in life is change. I

never want to be perceived as just another old guy on the Board. I’m no longer looking back. I refuse to buy into
the idea that today’s graduates are
clinically inferior, or less practiceready because they haven’t completed
the same number of dental school requirements that I had in the ‘70s. I
hold no grudge against any member
who practices in a DSO or FQHC or
other practice configuration. It makes
no difference to me if you’re male, female, LGBTQ, caucasian, black, or
brown. It’s time to keep moving. The
Board’s work is about the present, the
future, and our entire membership,
and that’s where our focus has to be.
Smiley: So as a dentist with many
years of experience, now retired,
what message do you have for new
dentists who are just starting out?
Maihofer: Don’t ever give up on
your dreams. I know it’s much more
difficult to graduate from dental school
today and find your dream practice. I
can’t even imagine the dental school
debt burden many of our new graduates are living with. But don’t give up!

Proud alumnus — Maihofer is a proud University of Detroit alumnus, graduating in
1978. He received the Alumnus of the Year award in 2012. He’s shown here with
dental school classmates Dr. Bill Berkowski (left) and Mark Frenchi (right).
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Dentistry offers a variety of fulfilling
practice opportunities for everyone. It
may just take a little more time.
I’d tell every new dentist to get involved with organized dentistry. Attend some meetings and CE opportunities with your colleagues. And, when it
becomes possible again, do it person.
Virtual CE is great, but very isolating.
Get out and exchange ideas and connect with your peers. Some of the most
useful information you will ever learn
about treating patients or running a
practice will be gleaned from conversations you’ve had with your colleagues.
Smiley: Let’s talk a minute about
ethics. You were the longtime chair
of the MDA’s ethics committee. Do we
have more work to do in educating
our members about the importance
of ethics? What are your thoughts?
Maihofer: When I graduated from
dental school in the late ‘70s there
was very little if any emphasis on ethics in the curriculum. I guess it was
just taken for granted that anyone pursuing a career in dentistry would be
morally grounded and adhere to high
ethical standards. As it turned out,
that wasn’t exactly the case. Today, almost every dental school in the country has instituted a formal multi-year
ethics program. Has it made any difference? Are today’s new dentists any
more ethical in their behavior than
those of the past? It’s hard to say. I still
believe that there’s a place for continuing ethics education throughout a
dentist’s career. If nothing else, it continually reminds him or her of their
obligations and responsibilities to
their profession and society.
I think it’s important to remember
that it’s society that determines
whether something is a profession.
There’s an implied contract between
society and a profession that creates
trust. In return for society’s trust, professions make a commitment to hold
their members to high ethical standards of conduct. Only the ADA, MDA,
and all the other constituents of the
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tripartite require that their members
agree to abide by the ADA/MDA Combined Codes of Ethics as a condition
of membership. No other dental organization, no matter how big or small,
has any similar requirement. If you
think about it, that alone may be one
of our biggest benefits of membership.
Smiley: As chair of the MDA 150th
anniversary task force in 2006, you
became very familiar with the
MDA’s long history. How did that experience shape your appreciation of
the MDA?
Maihofer: I have to admit that 2006
and the year and a half leading up to it
was a pretty intense time in my life.
We actually established our 150th Anniversary Task Force almost two
years in advance of our incredible celebration at the 2006 MDA Annual Session in Lansing. The anniversary celebration itself was planned to be the
biggest celebratory event in MDA history. And, as it turned out, it was! During the Annual Session that year we
had commemorative banners hanging
from all the light posts in downtown
Lansing. We created a time capsule
that incorporated MDA historical artifacts and photos, dental instruments,
and dental restorations typical of the
day, as well as a document outlining
the present state of the profession
and our hopes for the future. A historical 3D art shadowbox was created
to commemorate the MDA’s 150 years,
and it’s now hanging in our headquarters’ lobby. We also arranged for some
large historical display boards and a
beautiful collection of antique dental
equipment from the early 1900s. The
whole celebration was capped off
with a fabulous 150th anniversary
luncheon at the Radisson Hotel, featuring a number of distinguished
guests, past MDA presidents, members, and association staff.
So besides coordinating on a series of historical articles for the MDA
Journal, I spent a lot of time doing historical research at both the Burton

Historical collection of the Detroit
Public Library, as well as the Bentley
Museum of the University of Michigan. I had the opportunity to photocopy some of the original handwritten minutes from the first-ever
meetings of the MDA Board from
1856, along with historical photos of
the actual street locations where the
meetings took place. All in all, it was
an incredible learning experience.
Smiley: It’s quite a history that we
have.
Maihofer: Yes, it is. I discovered so
much in our organization’s history
that should be a great source of pride
for our members. For example, it was
the MDA that first lobbied for the establishment of a Dental Practice Act
and helped establish our state Board
of Dentistry. It was our MDA that established the first dental school in
Michigan, the U of M School of Dentistry. We pre-date the ADA and are
the oldest state dental society in continuous existence. Our MDA was the
first organization to lobby for statewide fluoridation and mandatory continuing education for dental licensure. I think I came away more
convinced than ever that the MDA is,
and always has been, the authoritative representative of oral health
public policy issues and the voice of
the profession here in Michigan.
Smiley: Getting back to the present, diversity, equity, and inclusion is
a top priority for the MDA right now,
and the ADA as well. How are we doing? What can we do to do better?
Maihofer: As I mentioned earlier,
this is a key issue for the MDA and
one I’m very passionate about. And
although we’ve been working diligently at the state level, we can still
do better. Our surveys demonstrate
that member dentists of diverse backgrounds often say they don’t feel welcome at dental meetings and CE offerings. Because much of the new
member experience takes place at
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the component level, we really need
to start there. If we’re to be inclusive
and continue to grow as an organization, things need to change. All of us
need to get out of our comfort zones.
Smiley: So how can we do that?
Maihofer: Instead of sitting with
the same colleagues and individuals
you always sit with at each meeting,
try finding another member you
haven’t met, someone who looks
nothing like yourself. Introduce yourself and begin a dialogue. Share your
story about your profession and let
him or her share theirs. It’s easier
than you think. Acknowledging and
welcoming the rich diversity that
makes up our membership will
strengthen and enrich our profession.
Smiley: Mike, any other personal
thoughts you’d like to convey?
Maihofer: Just that I’m honored to
be chosen to serve the association
and the profession that I love. I’m
looking forward to the coming year
and hoping that, as we ease out of the
pandemic, we may be able to return to
in-person meetings and social events.
Quite frankly, I’m “Zoomed out” and
believe most of our members are too.
I want to express my thanks and
admiration for Dr. Steve Meraw, who
has valiantly led our MDA through
one of the toughest years I can ever
remember. He’s been an inspiration
and he’ll be a hard act to follow.
I’m also looking forward to working with this year’s MDA Board. We
have a great mix of individuals who I
believe are firmly committed to advancing our association and helping
all our members succeed. I’m also
looking forward to hearing from our
members and serving as their advocate, so we can all continue to grow
and improve our profession. 
Contact MDA President Maihofer at
mgmdds@wideopenwest.com, or write
him in care of the MDA office in
Okemos.
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VOLUNTEER RECOGNITION

Here Are the MDA
Award-Winners for 2021

E

ach year the MDA recognizes outstanding
individuals or organizations with special
awards, given out at the first meeting of the
MDA House of Delegates during Annual Session.
This year, as was also true last year, the MDA
awards were not presented in person due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Instead, the MDA proudly
presents its 2021 award-winners here in the pages
of the MDA Journal.
The MDA’s awards include the John G. Nolen
Meritorious Award, the Emmett C. Bolden Dentist
Citizen of the Year Award, the MDA Public Service
Award, the Matt Uday New Dentist Leadership
Award, and the Michigan Donated Dental Services
(DDS) Award. New in 2021 are awards recognizing
dentist faculty members at the University of Michigan and University of Detroit Mercy dental schools,
as well as recognition for an allied dental professional educator.
Award recipients are nominated by component
dental societies and others, with finalists selected by
the MDA Board of Trustees. Watch for information on
the nomination process for the MDA’s 2022 awards
later this year Journal and in the Journal eNews.
More about the MDA’s Annual Awards
The John G. Nolen Meritorious Award is the
Michigan Dental Association’s highest award and
honor. Named after the longtime MDA leader and
former executive director, the Nolen Meritorious
Award honors dentists or other individuals or
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organizations for material contributions to the
Michigan Dental Association or toward the advancement of the art and science of dentistry, while
also recognizing contributions and activities of a
nature that reflect great credit on the dental profession.
The Emmett C. Bolden Dentist Citizen of the
Year Award honors a member of the Michigan
Dental Association who has demonstrated outstanding or unusual contributions or service to the
community, state, or country.
The MDA Public Service Award recognizes
exceptional current contributions to the public and
dental profession in the field of dental health and
related activities.
The Matt Uday New Dentist Leadership Award
recognizes new dentists who have demonstrated
leadership qualities and abilities of such a substantial nature that they serve as a role model for other
new dentists.
MDA Dental School Faculty Awards are presented to outstanding faculty members at the University of Michigan School of Dentistry and the University of Detroit Mercy School of Dentistry.
The MDA Allied Dental Professional Award is
presented to an outstanding professional in one of
the allied dental professions.
The Michigan Donated Dental Services (DDS)
Awards recognize outstanding volunteer dentists
and dental labs participating in the Michigan Donated Dental Services (DDS) program.
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John G. Nolen Meritorious Award
Colette Smiley, DDS
Grand Rapids
West Michigan District Dental Society

Emmett C. Bolden Dentist Citizen of the Year Award
Marilyn Woolfolk, MS, DDS, MPH
Ann Arbor
Washtenaw District Dental Society

Dr. Colette Smiley entered our profession in high school
as a weekend endodontic assistant, but it was through her
orthodontist and family dentist that she was attracted to
dentistry. Following dental school, she practiced with her
husband and continued her support of dental assisting as
a faculty member with Grand Rapids Community College’s
dental programs. A leader at all levels of organized
dentistry, she believes advancing oral health care through
community interaction is most rewarding.
As Dr. Smiley puts it, “I hope that the granting of this
award indicates a recognition by our MDA leaders that we
need a new pathway for oral health advocacy. By sharing
our expertise with groups traditionally viewed as outside
of dentistry, we discover common ground and broaden
perspectives that focus and promote oral health throughout Michigan. Our members can no longer afford to limit
engagement to only talking with each other. Circular
conversation creates narrow perspectives.
“I urge each of you to experience advocacy through
what I have learned from interaction with the broader
community. There are many individuals and organizations who are passionate about solving the issues facing
oral health care,” she says.
Dr. Smiley has spent her entire professional life
serving dentistry. Now retired from clinical practice, she
works tirelessly as an educator, volunteer leader,
spokesperson, and in various roles and activities to
represent organized dentistry at its finest.

Dr. Emmett Bolden’s activism was trailblazing in an
era of segregation. So, too, have been Dr. Woolfolk’s
contributions, beginning in an era much less hospitable
to women and minorities. Although a tenured faculty
member at the University of Michigan School of Dentistry, the walls of academia never confined her or her
dedication to the improvement of community health.
Notably, she directed the School’s Migrant Worker
Program from 1982 until 1990. She is widely regarded as
providing meaningful guidance to countless dental
students and promoting multicultural ideals within the
dental school.

Smiley

Woolfolk
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Public Service Award
Thomas Larabell
Malta Dental Clinic
Beverly Hills
Thomas Larabell’s never-ending support of Detroit’s
Malta Dental and Medical Clinic is truly inspiring. The
clinic provides much-needed dental treatment to help
individuals increase their self-esteem and improve
access to employment. Patients are seen regardless of
age, race, gender, or ethnicity. Larabell has gone far
beyond the initial duties that he initially agreed to
provide for the clinic. A compassionate, committed
volunteer, he is a deserving recipient of the 2021 MDA
Public Service Award.

Larabell
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Public Relations Award
Detroit District Dental Society
Dearborn
In January 2020 the Detroit District Dental Society
received a $5,000 public relations grant from the MDA in
support of its continued community service and public
relations work on behalf of oral health activities. The
DDDS worked with Detroit Goodfellows to distribute
dental kits to more than 34,000 Detroiters, and provided
financial support and oral health kits to Blessing in a
Backpack, an organization that provides food and oral
health kits to elementary children in the Detroit area.
Detroit District is being awarded the MDA Public Relations Award for these effective, substantial efforts to
improve oral health within its community.

detroit

Matt Uday New Dentist Leadership Award
Jason Mashni, DDS
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo Valley District Dental Society
The MDA is proud to award Dr. Jason Mashni with
this year’s Dr. Matt Uday New Dentist Leadership Award.
Dr. Mashni has been an outstanding role model for all
dentists, and continues to advocate on behalf of Michi-

Mashni
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Kacir

gan dentists at the local, state, and national level. He has
served as Central District Membership Committee chair,
as an MDA LEAD program graduate, as sergeant at arms
at the MDA House of Delegates, and as an ADA delegate.
He is a committed and enthusiastic leader, actively
welcoming new dentists and getting them involved in
organized dentistry.

Dental Faculty Award
University of Detroit-Mercy
David Kacir, DDS, MS
Sterling Heights
A full-time faculty member at the University of Detroit
Mercy School of Dentistry since 2012, Dr. David Kacir is
a dedicated clinician and educator for both dental and
dental hygiene students. An outstanding educator, he
has served on the School’s Dental Admissions
Committee, School of Dentistry Strategic Planning
Committee, and as secretary of the Faculty Development
Committee. He is a volunteer with the St. Vincent de
Paul Dental Clinic and Keeping Pontiac Healthy Oral
Health Clinic, and takes pride in serving both the School
of Dentistry and the greater community.

Dental Faculty Award
University of Michigan
Daniel Edwards, DDS
Ann Arbor
The MDA is proud to honor Dr. Daniel Edwards this

Edwards
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year for his many contributions to students, patients,
and organized dentistry. He is both a dedicated clinical
professor and active faculty liaison for three of the
largest student organizations at the school: the
American Student Dental Association, Delta Sigma Delta
International Dental Fraternity, and the Dental Student
Business Association. As the lead faculty adviser for the
U-M ASDA since 2009, Dr. Edwards has received three
national ASDA Advocate awards. This comes in addition
to working in a private practice and being an active
member and leader of both Washtenaw District and the
MDA in numerous capacities, this year as chair of the
MDA Annual Session.

Donated Dental Services
Volunteer Dentist
Randa Jundi-Samman, DDS
Port Huron

Allied Dental Professional Award
Julie Bera, CDA, COA, RDA, MA
Rockford

Donated Dental Services
Volunteer Laboratory
Bob Hicks, Hicks Dental Lab
Port Huron

Julie Bera is a registered dental assistant and serves
as a professor with Grand Rapids Community College’s
Allied Dental Programs, where she instructs dental
assisting and dental hygiene students. She works
statewide to promote careers in dental assisting and to
recruit prospective students. An active volunteer, she
has served in leadership roles and on the local and state
dental assisting association executive boards. She also
has organized and participated with her students in
outreach efforts, including volunteering with the MDA
Foundation Mission of Mercy Program.

Bera

Jundi-Samman
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Dr. Randa Jundi-Samman began volunteering for the
Michigan Donated Dental Services (DDS) in 1995, when
the program began in Michigan, shortly after she started
her career as a practicing dentist. Now, an incredible 26
years later, Dr. Jundi remains a committed ambassador
for DDS, having assisted numerous patients in restoring
a precious commodity — their dental health. She, like
other DDS volunteers, is doing great things for people
who really need her help.

Hicks Dental Lab has participated in the Michigan
Donated Dental Services (DDS) program since 1997 as a
removable prosthetics lab. It has provided more than 125
removable partials or dentures to DDS patients in need
throughout Michigan. The lab is located in St. Clair County,
but is willing to help volunteer dentists and patients from
anywhere in the state. Its willingness to customize prosthetics for DDS patients, many with complicated cases, is
gratefully recognized by this year’s award. 

Hicks
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R E G U L ATO RY CO M P L I A N C E

Things to Know about the New
e-Prescribing Law
By Robert McDermott

M

aking the switch to electronic prescribing will
benefit your patients and your practice. The new
requirement to e-prescribe all prescriptions will
take effect in Michigan on Oct. 1 of this year. MDA-endorsed
iCoreRx can have a positive impact on your productivity.
This software developed for e-prescribing can integrate
every step in the prescription-writing process, eliminating
all the disparate actions currently required.
For example, there are e-prescribing options that provide direct access to the Michigan Automated Prescription
System in just one or two clicks. A built-in Lexicomp drug
directory may also be included to provide quick and accurate dosing options, contraindications, and discontinued
meds, reducing medication errors and adverse drug
events. You can write, review, and send prescriptions using
any device, from the office or anywhere you happen to be
when the need arises. All these resources will be literally
at your fingertips.
Embrace the law and the technology as an opportunity
— right now — to speed up your workflow and betterinform your decisions around prescription medications.

iCoreRx e-Prescribing Is an
MDA-Endorsed Service
An MDA-endorsed vendor, iCoreConnect develops
compliant, cloud-based software for dentists, including
iCoreRx e-prescribing software. Take advantage of their
expertise to move you through the process as quickly as
possible. As an MDA member, you’ll receive 43% off your
iCoreRx subscription. You can book a free demo at
https://land.icoreconnect.com/MI01, or call 888-810-7706.
Special offers — MDA-endorsed iCoreRx is offering
two incentives for MDA members for early sign-up. If you
sign up from May 1- June 30 you’ll receive two months
free on iCoreRx. If you sign up any time in the month of
July you’ll receive one month free.
—MDA Services
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Here are the three key things you need to know for a
smooth transition.

1. What the law says

By Oct. 1, Michigan law requires all prescriptions to be
prepared and sent to the pharmacy using special software
for electronic prescribing. Pharmacies will no longer accept
written, phoned, printed, or faxed prescriptions for medications, unless an exception applies or a waiver is granted.

2. Additional setup needed to prescribe narcotics

If you prescribe pain meds or other narcotics, it’s important to note that getting certified to e-prescribe controlled
substances takes additional time. Even if you only prescribe a handful of narcotics a year, you still must go
through a registration and certification process to prescribe these narcotics electronically. These steps can take
around 10 days to complete. You’ll not only need a stateissued controlled substance license, but you’ll also register
through the Drug Enforcement Agency and the National
Plan and Provider Enumeration System (NPPES).
The agencies have specific criteria for e-prescribing controlled substances. These steps include verifying the prescribing doctor’s identity (“identity proofing”), registering to
e-prescribe controlled substances with the DEA, NPPES and
state, and setting up a security hardware token used by the
doctor when e-prescribing controlled substances. The token
is considered a “multi-factor authentication.” Basically, it
proves that you are you and not someone forging a prescription. It is an essential layer of protection for the provider.
Additional setup steps may include integrating the e-prescribing software into your practice management system (if
applicable) for easy access to MAPS. And, of course, once
all systems are “go,” the prescribing doctor and pertinent
staff must be trained on the new system.
This next part is critical: If the doctor, and pertinent staff,
promptly responds and works proactively with the e-prescribing software vendor, the process moves quickly. If not, the
setup will be prolonged. Doctor participation plays a big
role in the time it takes to complete the process.
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Potential benefit — The new e-prescribing law, going into effect Oct. 1, may well have a positive impact on productivity and make
prescribing easier and safer. (Photo courtesy of iCoreConnect.)

Please note: In other states where the laws have already
taken effect, most doctors who waited until just one month
before the deadline to make the switch experienced big
delays due to registration backlogs with all involved. The
result? Many doctors were unable to write prescriptions for
several weeks because pharmacies rejected the old methods.
If you don’t write any scripts for narcotics at all, the primary step to e-prescribe non-opioids is identity proofing.
After that, the doctor and relevant staff get trained on the
e-prescribing software. You’ll then be able to almost immediately begin e-prescribing.

3. It’s easy to e-prescribe

You’ll find that e-prescribing software can provide you
with every tool you need to write a prescription accurately
and easily for any patient. There may also be important
conveniences built in. You can view a patient’s full prescription history dispensed at any U.S. pharmacy over, at minimum, the past 12 months. A “doctor’s favorites” function
provides quick access to the medications you frequently
JOURNAL OF THE MICHIGAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION • MAY 2021

prescribe. And, auto-saving patients’ preferred pharmacies
is another workflow enhancement.
Electronic prescribing reduces steps in your daily workflow and better-protects your patients and practice. Don’t
delay in getting set up to e-prescribe. You may be pleasantly surprised by the extra time you get back in your day
with this one change to your business flow. 

About the Author
Robert McDermott is chief executive
officer and president of iCoreConnect,
which is endorsed by the Michigan
Dental Association for HIPAA-compliant
encrypted email. For more information,
visit https://land.icoreconnect.com/MI01.
McDermott
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FOR RENT/LEASE

Place Your Classified Ad at
michigandental.org
Place your classified ads, renewals, and changes on the MDA website using our
secure server. We regret that we are unable to take verbal classified ads or renewals.
Please visit www.michigandental.org to place your ad. For questions regarding ad
placement or renewal contact jhammond@michigandental.org.
CLASSIFIED ADS appear in each issue of the MDA Journal. They are placed online
approximately two weeks prior to print publication. There is a $25 charge for
placement on the MDA website prior to normal print or web publication. Place your
ad at www.michigandental.org.
ADVERTISEMENTS for dental treatment services must follow the ADA/MDA Code of
Ethics guidelines for advertising. Publication of classified ads does not constitute
endorsement of products, practices, or services by the MDA. For more information,
contact the managing editor at dfoe@michigandental.org.
RATES: MDA members: $65 first 30 words; 60 cents each additional word;
Nonmembers: $75 first 30 words; 75 cents each additional word. All prices are per ad,
per month.
DEADLINES: First of the month preceding publication (e.g., Jan. 1 for Feb. issue).

Established Ann Arbor practice
offering space-sharing arrangement.
Modern dental equipment including
Solea laser, CBCT machine, E4D CAD
CAM restorations, sedation monitor.
Well-designed floor plan with seven
operatories. Located near major
highways. Excellent for start-up or
expanding practice. Please call 734730-4057 for more details.
Office built in 2012 for lease to
specialist. Four ops. CBCT room.
Located on the north side of Howell,
Michigan, off M-59 next to Jonna’s
Market; office visible from road. Call
517-546-9190 for details.
Northeast Grand Rapids — Modern,
high-tech, 3,295 sq. ft. main floor
dental space; 1750 Grand Ridge Ct.
Professional Building. All plumbing
complete for three private ops, three
modular spaces, sterilization, lab,
business and doctor office, $250K
value build-out complete. Plumbed
for air, vacuum, nitrous, water,
electric, Cat5, modular phones, and
overhead video. Heated building
entrance walk, monument signage,
ample parking. In-suite gas included
in CAM, beautiful finishes, and lots
of natural lighting. Conveniently
located off the East Beltline east of
Meijer at Knapp’s Corner. Contact
Jason Makowski at 616-575-7034 or
jasonm@naiwwm.com.

FOR SALE
For sale — Two Orascoptic 4.8 mm
TTL glasses with Zeon lights and
chargers. More than $3K new. Cost to
retrofit approximately $550. Asking
$1,800 per. Contact sarosidds@
sbcglobal.net.
(Continued on Page 74)
Upcoming Classified Deadlines
July 2021............................June 1
August 2021........................July 1
September 2021.............. August 1
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MDA Job Board
Jobs.michigandental.org

The best place to find the best!
Find a job, post a job:
•
•
•
•

Associates
Dental hygienists
Dental assistants
Office staff
The complete online resource for MDA members and their staffs
Fully interactive -- easy to use
Always FREE to search for jobs or search applicant profiles
The best way to post a job or find a position!
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Dental office condominium for sale in
Allendale, Mich. Near Grand Rapids
located across from Grand Valley
State University; 1,500 sq. ft., five
operatories and a sixth plumbed and
ready. Generous waiting room,
receptionist area, two private offices,
private bathroom, kitchenette, etc.
Don’t miss this opportunity! Listed
for $249,900. Contact Rod Alderink,
NAI Wisinski, 616-242-1104 or roda@
naiwwm.com.

PRACTICE FOR SALE
Upper Peninsula — Great income,
staff, location, office, and lifestyle.
Live and work where others
vacation; where you can safely raise
a family, and enjoy life. Contact Mark
Breit, 906-250-9666, or mbreit@
paragon.us.com.
Highly profitable practice less than 30
minutes from Grand Rapids!

Tremendous growth potential and
opportunity to expand services.
Overheads less than 40% with
incredible cash flow on shortened
work week. Productive hygiene
department with digital X-rays. Real
estate also available. To discuss this
opportunity, please contact Denise
Bouwhuis, 734-765-7080, denise.
bouwhuis@henryschein.com. MI#169.
Twelve ops in desirable location onehour northeast of metro Detroit.
Gross $1M-plus. Digital using Dentrix.
Strong hygiene program. Real estate
available. Contact Sara Marterella,
734-765-0770, sara.marterella@
henryschein.com. #MI148.
Vacationland District — Opportunity
awaits — live and work in the
Vacationland District! Wellestablished five-operatory practice
with more than $800K in revenues
currently referring out all specialty

What’s your practice worth?

procedures. Digital X-rays and
camera are currently being utilized
with eight-plus days of hygiene each
week. Real estate is also available. To
discuss this opportunity, please
contact Denise Bouwhuis, 734-7657080, denise.bouwhuis@henryschein.
com. #MI173.
New listing! Thumb area — Practice
and stand-alone building. Average
gross $555K, four ops, digital X-ray,
refers out most specialty work.
Contact DBS Dental Sales Sarah Pajot
at 989-450-0287 or Rob Ballard, DDS, at
810-252-2570. Reference: PPB21RS311.
Pending sale! Contact DBS Dental
Sales Sarah Pajot at 989-450-0287 or
Rob Ballard, DDS, at 810-252-2570.
Reference: PPB21RS309.
Mid-Michigan — Average gross
$900K, beautiful building, 4,000 sq.
ft., six ops, digital X-ray, open four
days a week. Contact DBS Dental
Sales Sarah Pajot at 989-450-0287 or
Rob Ballard, DDS, at 810-252-2570.
Reference: PPB21RS310.
Pending sale! Mich./Ohio border —
Contact DBS Dental Sales Sarah Pajot
at 989-450-0287 or Rob Ballard, DDS, at
810-252-2570. Reference: PPB20RS307.
Midland, Bay, Saginaw area — Lease
or purchase building suite; excellent
location! Average gross $355K on
three days per week, four
operatories, most specialty work
referred, Dentrix software. Contact
DBS Dental Sales Sarah Pajot at 989450-0287 or Rob Ballard, DDS, at 810252-2570. Reference: PPB20RS301.
Northern Michigan — Pending sale.
Contact DBS Dental Sales Sarah Pajot
at 989-450-0287 or Rob Ballard, DDS, at
810-252-2570. Reference: PPB17S285.

Receive a free market value analysis today.
www.AFTCO.net
|
800.232.3826
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Mid-Michigan — Stand-alone brick
building with high traffic area!
Average gross $360K, four
operatories, digital X-ray. Contact
DBS Dental Sales Sarah Pajot at 989JOURNAL OF THE MICHIGAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION • MAY 2021

450-0287 or Rob Ballard, DDS, at 810252-2570. Reference: PPB20RS302.

Rob Ballard, DDS, at 810-252-2570.
Reference: PPB18S288.

Mid-Michigan — Lease space in a
stand-alone building with excellent
access to I-69! Average gross $760K,
six operatories, digital X-ray with
Eaglesoft software. Contact DBS
Dental Sales Sarah Pajot at 989-4500287 or Rob Ballard, DDS, at 810-2522570. Reference: PPB20RS303.

Mid-Michigan perio practice — Lease
space, five operatories, Eaglesoft,
digital X-ray, open three days. Average
gross $400K. Contact DBS Dental Sales
Sarah Pajot at 989-450-0287 or Rob
Ballard, DDS, at 810-252-2570.
Reference: PPB17S287.

Mid-Michigan — Great merger
potential! Average gross $600K, four
operatories, leased space. Contact
DBS Dental Sales Sarah Pajot at 989450-0287 or Rob Ballard, DDS, at 810252-2570. Reference: PPB19S296.
Midland, Bay, Saginaw area —
Average gross $540K. Room to
expand in the beautiful brick condo
suite with Dentrix and four
operatories. Contact DBS Dental
Sales, Sarah Pajot at 989-450-0287 or

Million dollar practice? = Million
dollar answers! Service rich, higher
value, the right buyer, collaboration
with your professional advisers, let
DBS Dental Sales take the guesswork
out of your greatest life transition.
Call Sarah Pajot at 989-450-0287 or
Rob Ballard, DDS, at 810-252-2570.
Downriver family practice with
excellent exposure and over 30 years
of goodwill for sale by owner. It is a
profitable practice with great staff
and a tremendous upside potential.
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Looking for private, serious buyers
only, with no lending issues. Please
inquire in confidence via email.
Contact mipractice4sale@yahoo.com.
Washtenaw County (ART6) — General
practice with $400K-plus average
yearly revenue. No PPOs. Recent
facility updates. Three ops and a
stable staff. Prefer a candidate fluent
in Spanish. Contact Phil Stark, Peak
Practice Transitions, 888-477-7325.
Oakland County (SSOW2) — General
practice with $500K-plus average with
a growth trend. Five ops with stable
staff. Development opportunity in
highly desirable community. Contact
Steve Schrems, Peak Practice
Transitions, 888-477-7325.
Northeast Michigan — General
practice — $300K average on two
days with capability of growth. Four
(Continued on Page 76)
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ops, two hygiene and two doctorready. Well-established practice with
plenty of crown and bridge and
esthetic dentistry. Real estate
available with two rental incomes.
Call 989-356-2631.
Mid-Michigan — Pending sale. Contact
DBS Dental Sales Sarah Pajot at 989450-0287 or Rob Ballard, DDS, at 810252-2570. Reference: PPB20S298.
Grand Rapids Oral Surgery — Grand
Rapids, Mich., is growing! Wellestablished oral surgery practice
located in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
provides full-spectrum oral and
maxillofacial surgery. The practice
operates a facility which has
capacity in place to achieve 50%
growth. With more than 350
continually referring dentists, the
practice’s service, availability, and
quality service has allowed it to be a
productive practice with a consistent

patient volume. An investment in
this practice is an excellent
opportunity for an OMS
professional(s) that is ready for an
individual investment or for the
existing OMS office that seeks
growth potential in a growing
market. Owner is retiring. Contact
Steve Whitteberry at steve@
invictusma.com or 616-822-0955.
Northern Michigan (LDGT1) — Live
and work near big water. General
practice with $839K-plus average.
Recent extensive facility and
equipment upgrades. Four ops and
stable staff. Contact Phil Stark, Peak
Practice Transitions, 888-477-7325.
Thriving practice in Midland, Mich.,
area — $1M-plus consistent annual
gross revenue. Priced to sell as
doctor has been accepted into
specialty program. Approximately
2,400 active patients. Six ops, 10.5

hygiene days per week. All-digital,
Dentrix. Experienced staff, including
two RDAs, will stay on. Most
specialty work referred out.
Attractive stand-alone building also
for sale. Please contact Kim Sena,
DDS, at 616-450-3890 or at kim@
legacypracticetransitions.com.
Livingston County, Mich. — Once in a
lifetime opportunity! Very wellmanaged, highly successful, wellestablished two-doctor general
dentistry practice is looking for a
partner. Incredible cash flow with
strong reputation highlighted by a
loyal patient base and team. Great
location. Nine operatories, digital, Pan,
CAD-CAM. To discuss this opportunity,
please contact Sara Marterella, 734765-0770, sara.marterella@
henryschein.com. #MI2601.
Northern mid-state (HDR1) — Quality
of life change without giving up your

Peak Understands Transitions
Sell NOW? Buy NOW?

Peak has assisted dentistry and practice owners for over 30 years.
Join a professional team of advisors discussing current updates on
practice value and transition strategies for 2021 and during COVID.

You Are Invited
A Guide to Practice Transitions 2021
Traverse City, Michigan Fri, July 23rd 9:00 a.m. - 3:00p.m.
-Process of transition
-Determining value
-Tax considerations
-Maximizing value

-Market & COVID updates
-Private equity/group Sale
-Banking, legal, insurance
-Resource guide included

Congratulations!
Dr. Will Kim

has acquired the practice of

Dr. Amy DeYoung
in Grand Rapids MI

$199 for doctors (spouses complimentary) 5CEU
Optional wine tour following class
Register at www.PeakCE.com or call us today

CALL 888.477.7325
76

www.peaktransitions.com
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income; $1.7M average with 40
percent hygiene production in a
bedroom community that offers four
seasons of recreation. Ten ops,
digital X-ray, stable staff. Contact
Steve Schrems, Peak Practice
Transitions, 888-477-7325.
Lansing area — Solid practice with
more than 1,560 active patients,
steadily increasing collections with
collections almost $890K, 4,000 sq.
ft. of office space with seven
operatories. Contact David J.
Dobbins, DDS, 313-550-6509,
ddobbins@paragon.us.com.
Wayne County, Mich. — Dreaming of
becoming a practice owner? Look no
further than this general practice
with 45-plus new patients per month!
$260K earning after debt with
additional potential. Four treatment
rooms with additional space
plumbed for future growth in leased
space. To discuss this opportunity,
please contact Sara Marterella, 734765-0770, sara.marterella@
henryschein.com. #MI2599.
Practices for sale in Dearborn and
Madison Heights with real estate.
Collections more than $300K per
practice. Motivated sellers. Lots of
potential. Total Transitions Practice
Sales/Real Estate. Dr. Jessica Gaul,
jgpracticesales@gmail.com, 248-2143727.
Well-established Saginaw/Bay City
area practice collecting more than
$580K per year. Office has five ops
and is also available for sale. More
than 2,000 active patients. Contact
Patrick W. Houlihan, DDS, at
phoulihan11@msn.com or 734-6344459.
Beautiful, established general practice
located on Lake Huron shore with a
river in the backyard. Five ops with
room for a sixth. Digital radiography.
All updated computers, Eaglesoft, in
all ops, strong hygiene program;
$1.1M production, practice continues

to grow with more than 4,000
patients. Enough room for two
doctors. Some specialties referred
out. Building for sale also, 2,300 sq.
ft. with finished second level. Good
public and parochial schools,
hospital, biking, hunting, fishing,
boating, relaxing lifestyle. Call 989362-7133.
Beautiful northern Michigan — Live
and work with four seasons of
recreation right outside your door;
$1M gross on a 28-hour week, low
overhead, with advanced
procedures, that can be greatly
increased. Four operatories, great
staff, Dentrix paperless, Dexis, digital
Pan. No adult Medicaid, HMOs or
PPOs. Contact the business
management consultant, Allison
Williams, allisonwilliamsmba@gmail.
com, or 602-752-4706.
Northwest Michigan practice for sale
in a small town by Lake Michigan.
Long-standing patients and staff.
High production, high quality, low
overhead, low competition, high net
take home, and build up equity.
Recently renovated and equipment
updated for COVID-19 protocol.
Digital X-rays, electric high speeds,
intra-oral cameras. Owner willing to
stay part-time to help with the
production and transition, as well as
mentoring for advanced dental and
business techniques. Contact
bippie999@aol.com.
Southwest Michigan — Practice and
building for sale. Only dentist in
town, gross collections averaging
$575K per year while working three
days a week for the last 10 years. A
cancer diagnosis in 2011 caused me
to scale back, since then, virtually all
endo, oral surgery, and pedo have
been referred out. The practice
comes complete with a two-bedroom
apartment home above where you
can live comfortably while the
practice “rents” the space from you.
Motivated to sell and offering an
(Continued on Page 78)
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20 Years
As a Lab for
Every Dentist
• Providing quality dental
products, services and award
winning smiles for 20 years
• Privately owned from the
beginning.
• A Michigan based company
with no overseas outsourcing
• Offering the latest technology
in removables, implants and
metal-free crowns and bridges

Call 888.875.6011 today
to provide your patients with
an award winning smile.

888.875.6011
expertecdental@gmail.com
expertecdental.com
Expertec provided Miss Teen Arkansas
with an Award Winning Smile.
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exceptional value for any dentist
established or just starting out. It’s
important to me I’m able to ensure
that my patients continue receiving
the standard of care of which they
are accustomed. Contact Marybeth
and let’s talk; 313-550-6497.
North Carolina — Triangle area office
for sale — 3,200 sq. ft. dental office
with high visibility across from a
major shopping center for sale in
Morrisville/Cary area of N.C. The
office sees 50-60 PPO/cash new
patients a month. The office opened
in March of 2018; 2019 total
collections $650K. The office has
rebounded well from post-COVID-19related closures and is on pace for
an excellent year ahead. Office is
projecting to finish 2021 with $750K
in collections. The office opens
three days a week. Nine ops total,
four fully equipped. Rent $9,400
(includes CAMS). Modern and

Employers! Job-seekers!
Find an associate or staff
member or a new position at
MI Dental Jobs, the MDA
dental job board. The best
place to find the best!
spacious facility with open dental,
digital pan/ceph and digital sensors
in place. Golden opportunity for an
owner dentist. Currently, only simple
dentistry being done with no
implants or high-end procedures.
For sale by an absentee owner.
Asking price: $450K. Serious and
financially qualified Buyers only.
Contact vdhillon1@gmail.com or
702-349-2420.
Listing #PC1103MI — This practice is
located in the most beautiful area of
Michigan. This is a 4,000 sq. ft. six-op

Trusted Advisor

to the MDA and Dentists Throughout Michigan
A full service law firm pleased to offer
professional discounts to all MDA members.
Let Kerr Russell provide the legal insight
needed to manage and grow your practice.

D E T RO I T

|

T ROY

kerr-russell.com
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office with room to expand. The
practice has approximately 1,100
active patients. The practice is
grossing more than $800K a year. For
more information please contact us
at www.klassolutions.com.
Lots of profit — Well-managed general
practice just north of Flint. Take
home more than $300K per year after
debt service. Thirty clinical hours
for dentist, six days per week of
hygiene. Stable patient base with no
Medicaid. Real estate also is
available. Please contact Patrick. W.
Houlihan, DDS, 734-634-4459,
phoulihan11@msn.com.
Oral surgery practices for sale in
Southeast Michigan. Three separate
practices available individually or
together. All three owners willing to
stay on to transition referral sources,
patients, and staff to a new owner.
Real estate available. Practice
valuation with after-tax cash flow
once NDA is in place. Contact
michigandentist2018@gmail.com.
Highly profitable general practice —
Kalamazoo — Established five-op
general practice collecting $1M-plus
with 50% OH. Centrally located in
Kalamazoo. Low overhead. Building
available. Contact Veritas Transition
Group. 844-283-7482, info@veritastg.
com.
Periodontal practice for sale —
Oakland County two locations. Real
estate available. $1M in annual
revenue with flexible owner willing
to transition referral sources, staff,
and patients. Practice valuation with
after-tax cash flow available once
NDA is in place. Contact
michigandentist2018@gmail.com.
Livonia, Michigan, general practice —
great location and community. Six
operatories (four plumbed) and lab,
all fully equipped. Digital X-ray, using
Eaglesoft software with computer
stations in each room. Productive,
strong hygiene program. Seven-figure
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production on a four-day work week.
Collections over 98%. Owner willing
to help with transition. Real estate
available. For details contact Mr.
Daniel Pierce at 313-570-0274 or
email danieljpiercelaw@comcast.net.
Thriving general practice in Ann Arbor
with more than $1M collections.
Excellent location, five ops with
great staff. Digital, paperless, and the
state-of-the-art facility. Low
overhead. It is a rare opportunity
that you don’t want to miss! For
serious buyers only. Please email
your interests with CV attached to
dentalpracticeforsale@yahoo.com.
Wixom — Established general
practice ready for ownership
opportunity. Approximately 1,250 sq.
ft. stand-alone building in Wixom
included in all-inclusive sale. Two
functional operatories with two
additional rooms to expand. Submit

inquiries to rchackett@gmail.com or
call 248-767-0791 and leave message.
Thinking about buying or selling a
dental practice? Statewide service
available. Experienced, professional
consultants for all of your business
needs. Curt Nurenberg, CHBC,
Rehmann Dental Management
Advisors; 800-349-2644 or 517-3162400.
Buying a practice? Peak Transitions
will be your objective third party. We
provide valuation, due diligence, and
closing documents. Call 888-477-7325
or visit www.peaktransitions.com.
Don’t make a mistake selling or
buying. We have buyers. Your own
buyer? We can help. We offer
assistance you can’t get anywhere
else. More dentists use us than
anyone else. Call the Goldman
Group, broker, 248-333-0500.

THINK GROWTH.

PRACTICE WANTED
General dentist with financing seeks a
practice to purchase. No brokers.
Contact michigandds1979@gmail.
com or call 586-991-1598.
Looking to buy charts or transition
patients from retiring dentist or
dentist moving out of area. We have
an existing stable patient base and
looking to expand our office. We are
located on 18 Mile and Dequindre
and are looking for a practice to
merge that is within three to five
miles at the most of our office. Our
work ethic is to be fully transparent
to our patients, take care of them
like our own family members, and
never compromise on quality. We are
a full-service general dental office
with subspecialties in full-mouth
reconstruction, implant dentistry,
sleep apnea, and clear aligner
(Continued on Page 80)

Stephen Skok, CPA, MST
Shareholder
skok@doeren.com

Dawn Jasinski, CPA
Shareholder
jasinski@doeren.com

Backed by decades of dental industry experience, Doeren Mayhew’s Dental Group provides
opportunities and long-term strategies to overcome operational and financial challenges.
From basic accounting and tax planning, to due diligence and transition planning, we can
help your dental practice be positioned for the future.

Insight. Oversight. Foresight.®

Accounting & Bookkeeping | Acquisition Due Diligence | Transition Planning | Payroll
Tax Planning | Business Advisory | Group & DSO Advisory
248.244.3000 | doeren.com
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orthodontics. We have a great
relationship with specialists and
refer only those procedures that we
can’t handle in our office, which are
mostly impacted wisdom teeth and
complicated or questionable endo
teeth. Please call or email me if you
are ready to transition or want to
chat and get more info on us. I know
how important the right fit is in such
a step, so I don’t take it lightly. My
email is dr.dardelean@gmail.com or
cell 248-890-9773.
Well-established practice located in
prime location Downriver looking for
a practice to move into our facility.
Open to all options, including
merger, buyout, or space sharing.
Office ready for immediate move in.
If interested call 248-891-2446.

MISCELLANEOUS
Stressed, frustrated, and tired of

dealing with team dynamics? Get
everyone out of the office and into
an arena with horses (no riding) and
leave with less tension, deeper
bonds, useful tools, and more!
BraveHeartGestaltCoaching.com
Bethany Piziks, DDS, 231-633-7373.
Troubled by addiction, stress, or other
practice or personal problems? Many
dentists and dental team members
are. But you don’t have to go it
alone. The MDA Member Assistance
Program can help you, or your
family, with personalized, 24/7
service. For complete details visit
michigandental.org/Assistance, or
email care@michigandental.org. 

Publication of classified ads does not
constitute endorsement of products,
practices, or services by the MDA.

BONUS

2%

Staff Matters®

(Continued from Page 26)
ly be out for 14 paid weeks (two weeks
of paid sick leave plus 12 weeks of
paid medical leave), assuming the
employee had not previously used
any paid family leave under FMLA
rules.
As of the writing of this article, the
U.S. Department of Labor has not yet
released guidance to aid employers
and employees in interpreting these
new rules. What we do know is that
this continues to be a voluntary program. As such, the thinking is that you
can decide to enact none, all, or a portion of it as you see fit, so long as your
decision doesn’t discriminate in favor
of highly compensated employees, fulltime employees, or on the basis of employment tenure.
Be sure to check the Department
Labor website for real-time guidance
and answers to frequently asked questions if you are planning to continue
offering FFCRA leave in your practice.
Visit https://www.dol.gov/agencies/
whd/pandemic/ffcra-employee-paidleave. 
See more about MDA human resources services in News You Need,
Page 7.
Download your free copy of MostAsked Human Resources Questions,
edited by Jodi Schafer, at the MDA web
store at store.michigandental.org. You
can also order the book in hard copy
format for just $19. Useful reading for
every dentist or office manager!

MDA members already earn 5% more—now get a total of 7%
Cut out this coupon and include it with your next refining shipment to receive
an additional 2% premium on the total value of your metal submission!*

Call or go online today
for a free shipping kit!

Have a question? Need
help? Think MDA first — for
answers you can trust, email
membership@michigandental.
org.

Current Rates: 97% Gold • 90% Platinum
and Silver • 85% Palladium

800-741-3174
easyrefine.com
*On dental scrap. Shipment must be received
by DMMEX Easyrefine by June 30, 2021.
80 0139_ D-MMEX MDA Journal_one third page island_2% BONUS_exp June 30 2021.indd 1

Think MDA First!
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Dentistry and the Law

(Continued from Page 24)
be anti-competitive, then the agreement is illegal.

Illegal per se joint action

Price-fixing and group boycotts
constitute the greatest risks of joint
activities conducted by dentists that
may lead to antitrust violations.
Price-fixing is an agreement or
understanding among competitors to
fix, stabilize, raise, or lower prices (or
any element of price) and is per se
illegal. The following types of activity
generally constitute price-fixing, if
conducted by independent dentists:
n An understanding to submit a
certain fee to an insurance company
or managed care entity.
n An understanding not to discount
fees beyond a certain percentage.

n A letter to an insurer stating
that if fee schedules are not raised,
specified dentists will terminate their
contracts.
Oral or written communications
between independent dentists
regarding price should be avoided.
Group boycotts. An agreement by
two or more dentists not to deal with
a third party may constitute an illegal
group boycott. The following types of
activity may be considered group
boycotts if conducted by independent dentists:
n Tacit understanding to refuse to
participate in an insurance or managed care plan.
n An understanding among general practitioners not to refer to a
specialist who participates in an
unpopular managed care plan.
n An agreement to terminate participating contracts with a plan for
any reason.

Antitrust enforcement

Federal antitrust laws are
enforced by the U.S. Department of
Justice,
the
Federal
Trade
Commission, and lawsuits brought
by private parties. The U.S.
Department of Justice may bring
either criminal or civil action
against dentists who are in violation of the antitrust laws. Criminal
actions are felonies punishable by
imprisonment and fines. Private
parties can sue dentists for antitrust violations and, if successful,
recover treble damages.
It pays to be careful, and knowledge is power. Be aware of antitrust
law, and keep you and your practice
our of trouble. 
Editor’s Note: This information is
published annually. More information
on antitrust law can be found on the
MDA website.

Don’t take chances
With your professional liability insurance.
It’s imperative to work with a trusted insurance resource who
will stand beside you should disaster strike. Your policy should
be reviewed regularly to ensure your coverage is sufficient and
you are receiving all the discounts you are entitled to.
Call 800-860-2272 for a quote or visit mdaprograms.com.
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YOUR MDA NEEDS YOU!

GET

INVOLVED!
Get More From Your Membership — Share Your
Talents and Skills by Being an MDA Volunteer!
MDA volunteers are MDA leaders. When you get involved and volunteer, you’ll help the MDA continue its
mission of “helping member dentists succeed.” And, you’ll help yourself succeed. You’ll grow as a leader
in your practice, in the profession — even in your personal life.
Too busy? Not enough time? No worries! Most of the MDA’s volunteer opportunities are quick and easy,
without a long-term commitment. And you’ll get the help and support you need every step along the way.
Whatever fits your style — the MDA needs you!
For more information on how to get started, contact Angela Kanazeh at 517-346-9415 or email
akanazeh@michigandental.org.

Quick and Easy Opportunities

Short-term Opportunities

No time? No problem! Fast ways you can help!

A little more time, but not a major commitment

•S
 hare your views — write a letter or an article in
the MDA Journal

• Serve as an MDA student mentor

• Serve on an MDA Journal reader panel

• Volunteer as an MDA Journal clinical reviewer

• Host a speaker at the Annual Session

• Organize a fundraiser for a political candidate

• Recruit a non-member into membership

•P
 articipate in the MDA LEAD (Leadership
Education and Development) Program

• Take photos at an MDA event

•S
 ign up for the MDA COVER (Colleagues Offering
Varied Emergency Relief) Program

• Attend an MDA legislative lunch or meeting

• Speak at an MDA continuing education course

• Speak out in support of fluoride in your community

Longer-term Opportunities

• Respond to MDA legislative alerts when received
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•S
 hare your expertise on an MDA task force
or workgroup

For those seeking a more substantial commitment
• Serve as a member of the MDA House of Delegates

• Respond to MDA member surveys

•S
 erve on the MDA Journal Editorial
Advisory Board

•P
 articipate in the biannual MDA compensation
and dental fee surveys

•S
 erve as a member of the MDA Board of
Trustees, MDA Insurance Board of Directors,
or MDA Foundation Board of Directors
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MDA Committees Offer
Volunteer Opportunities, Too
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Access to Care Committee

Annual Session Committee

Continuing Education Committee

Governmental and Insurance
Affairs Committee

Help bring solutions to Michigan’s access-to-care
problem by working with like-minded groups in dentistry and within the greater health care community.
Plan CE courses, evaluate speakers, serve as a
speaker host

Membership Committee

Use your expertise and experience to help the MDA
improve its value proposition and ensure a strong
membership and strong association.

Peer Review/Care and Well-Being

Serve on the committee that confidentially assists
dentists or dental team members with addiction or
other personal problems.

Peer Review/Dental Care

Assist the MDA with dispute resolution.

Peer Review/Ethics

Review cases and discuss matters of professional
ethics relating to dentistry.

IO

N

Assist with planning and staffing at the yearly
MDA meeting.

Monitor governmental and insurance developments
that affect members’ ability to practice successfully.

New Dentist Committee

Consult on ways to maintain student outreach and
recruit and retain new dentists.

Public Relations Committee

Provide the member perspective on the MDA’s
public-facing media activities and Statewide Public
Education Campaign.

MDA Dental PAC

Help support the MDA’s legislative program
through service on the MDA Dental PAC Board of
Governors.

MDA Foundation

Serve as a Board or committee member to assist
with MDA philanthropic activities.

For more information or to volunteer, visit
Leadership Central on the MDA website at
michigandental.org
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CO N T I N U I N G ED U C AT I O N
MDA COURSES
Make the MDA your first choice for continuing dental education! Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the MDA currently
is offering live virtual seminars and recorded webinars
only through July. You can find details and registration
information at michigandental.org/CE-courses.
The MDA is an ADA CERP Recognized Provider. ADA
CERP is a service of the ADA to assist dental professionals in identifying quality providers of continuing dental
education. The Michigan Board of Dentistry recognizes
ADA CERP for CE credits toward dental license renewal.
Friday - Sunday, Aug. 13-15: Summer Scientific Session.
Friday: Golf Outing. Saturday: HPV: Elevating Our Care in
Dentistry, with Charlotte Cortis, DDS. Sunday: Medical
Billing in Dentistry, with Jeff Burton, RN. Where: Treetops
Resort, Gaylord. Six CE credits.

DETROIT MERCY DENTAL
These partial listings are provided by the University of
Detroit Mercy Institute for Advanced Continuing
Education. Contact Detroit Mercy Dental at 313-494-6626
or online at dental.udmercy.edu/ce for full listings and
additional information.
Pre-recorded course: 60-Minute Review of Nitrous Oxide/Oxygen Sedation for the Dental Practitioner. Speaker:
Lynne Morgan, RDH, MS, MA. Where: Online. One CE
credit.
Pre-recorded course: Upgrades to Diagnosing and Classifying Periodontal Disease. Speaker: Tamika Thompson,
DDS, MS. Where: Online. One CE credit.
Pre-recorded course: Why Does My Tooth Hurt? Diagnosing Endodontic Pain. Speaker: Susan Paurazas, DDS,
MHSA, MS. Where: Online. One CE credit.
Pre-recorded course: 60-Minute Review of Local Anesthesia for the Dental Practitioner. Speaker: Lynne Morgan, RDH, MS, MA. Where: Online course. One CE credit.

Journal CE Listings Policy
The Journal lists continuing education courses by
accredited Michigan dental schools and dental societies in
Michigan in this section at no charge. To place a listing,
see the online CE Course Submission Form at
michigandental.org/CE-Courses.
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CE SPOTLIGHT
Free One-Hour Webinar this Month
Features Gary Takacs
We all want a good staff to work with, and we all
want (and need) continuing education. Now, here’s a perfect way to get both: Attend “How to Attract and Keep the
Best Possible Team Members,” an MDA live CE webinar
coming on Thursday, May 20 from 7 to 8 p.m. Eastern
time.
Best of all, it’s free to you as an MDA member!
The webinar features the well-known Gary Takacs, a
veteran consultant and dental speaker. You’ve seen him at
previous MDA seminars and in the
pages of the MDA Journal. He’ll discuss his top tips on how to attract
and keep the best possible team
members. The goal — to help you
improve your hiring process and
find team members who will stick
with you for the long run. Takacs
Takacs
will share information that can be
immediately applied in your practice. You’ll gain new information drawn from real-life
experience that Takacs has learned from coaching some
of the most successful practices in the country. You’ll
receive “in-person” CE credits, too.
Learning objectives:
n Learn three specific strategies to attract and keep the
best possible team members.
n Understand the importance of retaining long-term
team members.
n Improve the existing hiring process while overcoming real-life challenges.
This course counts toward the MDA’s exclusive Dental
Business Professional certification. Your staff member can
earn one credit in the Human Resources category for
completion of this course. For more information on the
CDBP program, visit michigandental.org/cdbp.
To register for the Gary Takacs webinar, visit michigandental.org/ce-courses.
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Pre-recorded course: Pain Pathways of the Head and
Neck. Speaker: Maha Ahmad, PhD. Where: Online. One
CE credit.
Pre-recorded course: Caries Risk Assessment and Management for the Pediatric Patient. Speaker: Fouad Salama,
BDS, MS. Where: Online. One CE credit.
Pre-recorded course: No Drilling and Minimal Intervention: Paradigm Shift in Dentistry for Children. Speaker:
Fouad Salama, BDS, MS. Where: Online. One CE credit.
Pre-recorded course: Practical Tips for Health Professionals to Care for Individuals with Special Health Care
Needs. Speaker: Fouad Salama, BDS, MS. Where: Online.
One CE credit.
Pre-recorded course: Restoring Abfraction Lesions with
Glass Ionomers. Speaker: Camilo Machado, DDS, MS.
Where: Online. One CE credit.
Pre-recorded course: Strategies of Behavior Guidance
for the Difficult Pediatric Patient: Changing How You
Practice. Speaker: Fouad Salama, BDS, MS. Where: Online. One CE credit.
Friday-Saturday, May 14-15: Treating Pediatric Tongue
and Lip Ties with Lasers: A Hands-On Experience. Speakers: Martin Kaplan, DMD, Annette Skowronski, DDS, and
Peter Vitruk, PhD. Where: School of Dentistry. Twelve CE
credits.
Thursday, May 20: Live Webinar — Promoting Your
Practice: Social Media Boot Camp. Speaker: Bianca Boji,
DDS. Where: Online. Three CE credits.
Friday, May 21: A Hands-On Review of Local Anesthesia
Techniques: Helping to Better Manage Your Patients’
Pain. Speakers: Lynne Morgan, RDH, MS, MA, and Carl
Stone, DDS, MA, MBA, MA. Where: School of Dentistry.
Five CE credits.
Friday, July 16: Nitrous Oxide/Oxygen Sedation for the
Dental Hygienist. Speakers: Lynne Morgan, RDH, MS, MA,
Claudine Sordyl, RN, MS, and Tamika Thompson, DDS,
MS. Where: School of Dentistry. Nine CE credits.

DDS, MS, PhD. Where: Online course. Three CE credits.
Pre-recorded course: The Annual Kenneth J. Ryan Memorial Seminar. WWGVBD? (What Would G.V. Black Do?):
A Historical Perspective on Modern Dental Procedures.
Course Director: Stephen Sterlitz, DDS. Where: Online
course. Three CE credits.
Pre-recorded course: Failures and
Complications in Implant-Supported
Prostheses: How to Manage these
Situations. Speaker: Gustavo Mendonça, DDS, MSc, PhD. Where: Online
course. Three CE credits.
Pre-recorded course: Human Trafficking for Dental Professionals.
Speaker: Danielle Kalil, JD. Where:
Mendonça
Online course. Two CE credits.
Pre-recorded course: Multi-Level Learning in Implant
Digital Workflow and Practical Considerations (Session
1). Speakers: Gustavo Mendonça DDS, MSc, PhD; and
Hsun-Liang (Albert) Chan, DDS, MS. Where: Online
course. Two and one half CE credits.
Pre-recorded course: Multi-Level
Learning in Implant Digital Workflow
and Practical Considerations (Session 2). Speakers: Gustavo Mendonça
DDS, MSc, PhD; and Junying Li, DDS,
MS, PhD. Where: Online course. Two
and one half CE credits.
Pre-recorded course: Multi-Level
Learning in Implant Digital Workflow
Li
and Practical Considerations (Session 3). Speakers: Gustavo Mendonça
DDS, MSc, PhD; and Junying Li, DDS, MS, PhD. Where: Online course. Two and one half CE credits.
Pre-recorded course: Multi-Level Learning in Implant
Digital Workflow and Practical Considerations (Session
4). Speakers: Gustavo Mendonça DDS, MSc, PhD; and Junying Li, DDS, MS, PhD. Where: Online course. Two and
one half CE credits.

Please contact the school at 734-763-5070 or online at
https://dent.umich.edu/education/continuing-dentaleducation for updated listings and additional information.

Pre-recorded course: Multi-Level Learning in Implant
Digital Workflow and Practical Considerations (Session
5). Speakers: Gustavo Mendonça DDS, MSc, PhD; and Junying Li, DDS, MS, PhD. Where: Online course. Two and
one half CE credits.

Pre-recorded course: Sleep Bruxism — Evidence: Based
Consensus and Best Practices. Speaker: Geoffrey Gerstner,

Pre-recorded course: Obstructive Sleep Apnea Basic
(Continued on Page 86)

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
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CO N T I N U I N G ED U C AT I O N
Principles. Speaker: Daniela Mendonça, DDS, MSc, PhD,
D.ABDSM; and Geoffrey Gerstner, DDS, MS, PhD,
D.ABDSM. Where: Online course. Three CE credits.
Friday, May 14: Live Webinar — Microsurgery Webinar
Series Session 7: Managing Peri-Implant Complications
with Microscope. Speaker: Ramon Gomez Meda, DDS.
Where: Online. One CE credit.
Friday, May 21: Live Webinar — Providing Patient-Centered Care for Adult and Pediatric Patients from LGBTQ+
Backgrounds. Speakers: Marita Inglehart, DDS; Scott
Schwartz, DDS, MPH; and Diego Garcia. Where: Online.
Three CE credits.
Friday, May 28: Live Webinar — The Jarabak Lecture.
Speaker: Won Moon, DMD, MS. Where: Online. Six CE
credits.
Monday – Friday, July 26-30 — Embrace New Technology: Implant Digital Workflow and Periodontal/Implant
Microsurgery (hands-on workshops). Speakers: Albert
Chan, DDS, MS; Diego Velasquez, DDS, MS; and Gustavo
Mendonça, DDS, PhD. Where: Wyndham Garden Hotel,
Ann Arbor. Twenty – 40 CE credits.

LOCAL SOCIETIES
The MDA encourages local dental societies to publicize
courses and speakers online and in the MDA Journal continuing education listings. These listings are published
when submitted and should not be considered a definitive list or master calendar of all local CE courses offered
in the state of Michigan. Local societies planning CE
events are urged to check with other components when
scheduling courses.
Saturday, June 19: Live Webinar —Pregnant Patients,
Oral Health, and X-rays. What Does the Evidence Say?
Speaker: Melanie E. Mayberry, DDS, MS-HCM. Sponsor:
Genesee District Dental Assistants Society. Contact: Lori
Barnhart, slsbarn@lentel.com or 810-515-6317. Two CE
credits.
Friday – Saturday, June 25-26: U.P. Dental Meeting:
Beauty and Durability Achieved with New Composite Systems. Lecture and hands-on. Speaker: James M. Braun,
DDS, MS. Where: Grand Hotel, Mackinac Island. Contact:
Dr. Clayton Shunk at cshunk@charter.net or 906-6356020. Six CE credits. 

Our office in southeast Michigan has moved
from Commerce Twp. to Clarkston, MI!

The DBS
Companies

The DBS
Companies

The DBS Companies has two office locations
– Bay City and Clarkston, MI –
but we serve clients all throughout the state
of Michigan. We offer tax and accounting
services; leadership coaching and practice
management consulting; debt-management
and investment advising; and much more!

We would love to meet with you to discuss
how our services can benefit you.
Call us today!

6006 Westside Saginaw Rd.
Bay City MI, 48706
6548 Town Center Drive, Suite A
Clarkston, MI 48346

Dental Business
Services

The DBS Companies is a Full Service Firm offering Accounting, Consulting, Coaching, Financial
and Investment Planning, and Practice Transitions for the Dental Professional
Bay City Main Office 800-327-2377
Clarkston Office 248-366-2900
www.thedbscompanies.com
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Support Our Journal Advertisers
Revenue from these valued MDA Journal advertisers helps the MDA bring you a quality publication each month. Listed below are
this month’s advertisers, the page number of the advertisement, phone number, and website or other contact address.
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www.desergo.com
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Mehanna Advisors.............................. 1
734-666-5462
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MikeRo MOH ................................... 21
800-892-HOLD
Peak Practice Transitions ................... 76
888-477-7325
www.peaktransitions.com
Quality Dental Plan ............... back cover
855-796-9796
www.qdpdentist.com/mda
Rehmann ......................................... 27
866-799-9580
www.rehmann.com
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Support our advertisers,
and when you do, mention
the Journal!
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Listing of products, services and events in this advertiser index does not indicate endorsement by the
Michigan Dental Association. All advertising must conform to the official standards established by the
MDA. Standards are available upon request. The MDA reserves the right to reject any advertiser or
advertising copy. To advertise in the Journal, contact Jackie Hammond at 517-346-9419, or email
jhammond@michigandental.org. Or see our online rate card at
https://www.michigandental.org/Classified-Ads-Journal/Placing-Ads/Journal-Display-Ad-Rate-Card
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Making Your Next
Step Possible
Whether you’re buying or selling,
let’s arrange a no-cost meeting
to discuss your options.

The Goldman Group
has worked with more dentists
than anyone else in Michigan.

Photo by Brooke Lark on Unsplash
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ESTABLISHED 1968
OFFERING OVER

YEARS of EXCELLENCE

THE GOLDMAN GROUP
Brian Goldman • Paul Goldman

248-333-0500
www.goldmanpracticesales.com
email: goldmangroup2000@aol.com

NO INSURANCE?

NO PROBLEM!®
Quality Dental Plan provides care to the
millions of people without traditional dental
insurance benefits in your community.
AND NOW LOCAL BUSINESSES TOO!

Get Set for In-Office Plan (IOP) Success:
•

Powerful Automation – Cloud-based
software app makes management easy.

•

Payment Scheduling – Automate payments
and collect deposits, minimizing default risk.

•

Plan Builder – Choose benefits you want
to provide.

•

Fee Calculator – Customize your IOP fee
based on your benefits and practice fees.

•

Training – Prepare your office with
quick start or in-depth training options.

•

Marketing – Access a suite of customizable
marketing materials.

One member saved

•

Support – Ask questions and get answers
from our experts.

$5,700!

Switch
from high-priced
plans & save!

QDP Business Enroll
Pass the heavy lifting of enrolling local businesses to
the experts. Just refer your business contacts and
watch your program grow!

MDA members get 10% off
our best-in-industry rate:
You pay only $0.75 per patient/month
(855) 796-9796 | Enroll@QualityDentalPlan.com | QDPdentist.com/MDA

